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LITERATURE IN THE SCHOOLS.
H. N .

W

No.

JANUARY, 1892.

ITHIN the past fifteen or twenty
years the courses of study,in the
public schools have been so much enlarged that they are scarcely to be rec ognized b y one who remembers what the
courses were thirty years ago. ·wh ether
this enlargement has been an umnixed
blessing to the pupils, might be matter
for discu ssion ; and the outcome of the
discussion would probably b e, tbat the
answer depends entirely upon what the
pupils get out of the added subjects .
There is discipline, no <ioubt, in simply
working at any subj ect and thinking
about it; provided only that Lhe sub jec t
is worth working at and the thinking is
real, virile thinking. All puzzles, all
hen -and -a -half-in -a-da y-ancl-a-half-layan-egg-and-a-half problems are not
worth looking at; and al l gerund grinding after a pupil can tell that "ho rse is
a noun, third, singula r, masculine," is
vicious.
So must it be with literature. \ Vhat
is studied, must be real literature; and
the work done upon it mu t be real work,
n ot n ecessarily the highest work that
any one could do upon the chosen mat-
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ter, but the highest that both pupil and
teacher can do at the time. And what,
then, is good literature? Let us see.
When we study mathematics, it is num ber and the forms of space that make
up the subject matter, the simplest and
most precise things that can be thought
about. Natural p hil osophy makes us
acquainted with the energies which mass es of matter exert; chemistry, with the
molecular energies of matter; biology,
with the general laws of the vi tal energies; and physiology, with the same
laws in some specialized form. Psychology discusses the laws of mental
energies; ethics, the laws of conduct, or
of those human activities which interfere with the activities of other human
beings. Political economy formulates
the laws of those human activities which
are done for the sake of an exchange,
for someth ing beyond themselves; aesthetics, the laws of beauty, and art is
tbeir expression in activities which are
their own ends. And, so, art may be defined as activity for its own sake, whose
products look to nothing beyond themselves. \Vhen a great musician writes a
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symphony, be may have to sell it to get
food and shelter, but he does not write it
to sell. Indeed, he might often get better
food and helter by working at something
else. He finds his pay in the work itself, and his conviction that others will
share his enjoyment. It is this consideration, that makes the artist's work the
highest work. It is the best he can do
without reference to economy of time,
or strength, or material. And it is these
things, too, that make his work immortal. It never wears out. It does not
have "The primal eldest curse upon it."
It was made for a brother's happiness,
and does not have his blood upon it.
Accordingly, there are three or four
things necessary to a great work of art.
First, it must have a great subject. Second, it must express the great thoughts
of a great man or woman about the subject. Finally, the expression must be
great. There is no time to discuss what
is meant by greatness in any of these
ways, but it may be said, that any thing
is great just in proportion to its distance
from the brute. Whatever is apish, or
hogish, or wolfish, or tigrish, is mean;
whatever is human, as contradistinguished from those others, is great. Evidently, then, whatever does not have in
it something to suggest this human interest, is not art. A surveyor s plot, in
so far forth as it fails to do this, is not
a work of art. It may be accurate, and
all that, yet still be only mechanics.
As Ru~kin says of the great painter Turner, that he always placed in his paintings something, a broken cart-wheel, or
what not, to indicate that some human
being ha 1 once been a witness of the
scene; so every artist must do. It is
thi that keeps the Bible, and Homer,
and Shake peare alive. Let men once
cease to find their own interests in them;

and they will be laid away, like a worn
out tool or last year's garments. No
man ever lived, no man ever will live,
who will not find every one of their
pages "a lamp unto his feet, and a light
unto his path," if he wishes to be human and not brute.
And so, I think, we rna y say : in other things, we study various matters,
space, time, matter, motion, mind; but
in literature we study men, and women
and children; or\vhat concerns the everlasting interests of men, or women, or
children. Rather we do not study them,
we make one with them, as we cannot
in the real world of space and time. We
can call Iago a scoundrel, as we dare
not call any of. our acquaintances; we
can point out the foibles of "the divine
Desdemona," as we cannot do with any
of those who walk the streets with us;
we can love the heavenly character of
Cordelia, without fear that some one
rna y open a closet and disclose a skeleton that she has concealed near her
chamber. When some blinking critic
comes around and says, Cordelia was
stubborn, or did not have charity for
the failing faculties of her father, we
may reply, without a touch of ugliness
or vanity, "never mind, young man,
when you know more of life, you will
think differently.
Such, then, it seems to me, is what
is implied in the study and teaching of
literature. It is men and women, that
we study, or, at least, things connected
with the hnman interests of men and women . It is not sociology, nor psychology, much less phrenology; it i literature that we are to work with; not the
scientific a pects of human nature, faculties, environment, or in titution not
these primarily, but plain men and women, with their strength and weakness,
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their joys and sorrows, their grovelings
and aspirations. We are not to learn
how to dissect them, label them and put
them away in the appropriate cabinetdrawer; we are to learn how to make
one with them in all they think,and feel
and do.
If this is, in fact, anything like a true
statement of what the study of literature
is, it would seem to indicate some things
in regard to the methods to be employed. And since we never know a thing
completely until we know what it is not,
as well as what it is; let us look at some
of the things which make no proper
part of the study, or at least things
which we should not do, nor try to do,
in teaching it. First, then, we should
not expect to get for ourselves, nor to
have our pupils get, an exhaustive mastery of any piece of literature that is
really worth working at. In this respect, literature is unlike mathematics.
It is not much worth the while to go
over a demon stra tion in algebra or geometry and leave any thing dark or
half-seen. The demonstration must be
mastered from beginning to end, and
each step must be mastered as it is
reached, else it is utterly useless to go
on. When the demonstration is once
mastered, that is the end of it; no
amount of thinking will add anything to
it, the subject has been exhausted . The
demonstration may be forgotten, new
applications of the principle may be
found; but when relearned, or located
in its new home, it is nothing but the
old truth,-once one is one. With a
bit of real literature, on the other hand,
every thing is different. The steps cannot be mastered as they are taken . The
significance of the first step often becomes apparent only when the last one
is taken. The end is, no doubt, in the
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beginning, but no mortal eye can detect
it; just as it is in life, what the child
half reveals in his play must wait for its
full interpretation at the grave. Then,
too, there may be historical matters,
and questions of grammar and rhetoric,
which will need settling before the full
significance of the work can be caught.
But after all the mechanics have been
mastered, there r emains the final difficulty,-if it is a real work of art, no
mastery is possible. The greatest minds,
the great lawyer Jeremiah Black, for instance, find Shakespeare as fresh and
unexhausted when they are at the end
of the race, as they did when boys just
starting.
Webster tested his failing
powers, when on his death-bed, by noticing that Gray's immortal Elegy was
still poetry to him. The Book of Job
is probably fuller of meaning to us,
than it was to the writer, whoever he was.
The questions which it raises are illuminated by wider knowledge; they are
not solved. Now, the significance of
all thi s to th e young teacher, is this:
what is to be done is rather to form a
taste for good reading, than anything
else. Of course, if she has wide learning and experience, it is well, and she
can u se th em to good ends. But if she
does not have them, she may sti ll do
admirable work, by simply getting her
pupils to love, really love, some bit of
good literature. The writer owes a debt
that he never discharged to his parentss,
who were plain and uneducated people,
- to his mother, who taught him not to
sing, but to read and lov e, the old classic hymns of the church, and to his father, who used to spend the long winter
evenings in a country home, reading
Shake peare and Pope's Homer and the
Pilgrim's Progress aloud, while the little family listened and talked about
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what he read. And the young teacher
cannot tell what seeds she may be sowing in this unpretentious way, seeds that
may bloom. and ripen in unknown flowers and fruits of perfect happiness and
duty; for what nobler thing could she
do, than to teach some young life to lay
its head where it could hear the beats
of such a heart as Shakespeare's? How
much does the perfect life of the great
Englishman, Gladstone, owe to his intimate knowledge of all great literature?
Could something of the same knowledge have saved the great German
statesman from the bitter days he is living? How much was gained to the country, when General Garfield and the
great Virginia lawyer, Randolph Tucker, would lay aside their political differences to spend an evening reading Virgil
and Horace? And what a pretty story
that is, which they tell of the great jurist, before referred to, Judge Black:
He was a member of the convention
elected to revise the constitution of
Pennsylvania. Young and ambitious
orators would quote Shakespeare and
often make sad work of it. The old
jurist made it his duty every day to go
to the clerk's table and see that the quotations were printed in proper form.
And one day when called away from the
convention, he went to some friend, and
declared that he would hold his friend
responsible for any misquotation while
he was absent. Such men do not do as
they do, unless there is something in
their love for literature that is consistent with such manhood as they have.
Again no effort should be made to
conduct th~ recitation with any view to
an examination. Examination are well
enough, in the proper place, but the proper place is not a class in literature.
Grammar and rhetoric may be made very

helpful in the work; indeed, it is very
doubtful whether they can be put to any
use so profitable as in helping to get at
the meaning and beauty of some piece
of good literature. But the class must
not be made a drill-class in either grammar or rhetoric. It is a sheer profanation, as Lowell said, "to make a great
author the ruthless pedagogue of root
and inflection." He who talks with us
in literature is to be understood and
loved, he is to be our companion, our
guest, not our drill-master. There is no
surer way of getting a young person to
hate a masterpiece of literature, than to
have him grind it through the tread-mills
of grammar, or rhetoric, or elocution;
and no surer way of making him an intellectual wind-bag, than to make him
think he knows a masterpiece, when he
can answer the choppy questions of a
wheezy pedagogue. The current device of having a pupil state in his own
language the thought of an author, is of
very questionable utility. Of course,
it is a very different thing, when a pupil volunteers his opinion upon some
passage, either as to its meaning, its
beauty, or its relevancy as a part of
the organic whole of thought which the
piece or passage expresses. Even a
misapprehension made in this way, may
be better than a truth evoked in the other. It will be said, that the teacher
needs to ask questions, that she may
know whether or not her pupils are getting the thought, getting any good out
of the work. That is ,·ery true; we
need to do that when we are conversing with onr friends upon subjects of
mutual interest; but we do not make
it an examination, we do not ask them
to state in their own words what they
think we mean ; and we do not tell
them, that we wont talk with them
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again till they make a grade upon
what we have been talking about. We
k now they would tell us, that it was a
matter of the utmost indifference to them
whether they made a grade or not, and
that we might take our pedantry and go
with it to the limbo which Milton provided for things that he had no use for.
It was his perfect conception of what is
needed in this way, that made Dr. Hudson su ch a consummate teacher, and
that makes his editions of Shakespeare's
plays such admirable helps to young
teache rs. He uses grammar and rheteric as aids, and never allows them to
become masters; and the result is, that
few books are so helpful as the ones
which bear h is honored name on their
title pages.
Once more, the study of literature is
not a study of the manuals. Like grammar, and rhetoric, and elocution, the
manuals can be made helpful, but a pupil may learn all there is in them, and
still not know anything that is vital about
literature. This is true for several reasons. The good that comes from a
knowledge of literature is not so much
directive, as inspiring; it shows us not
so much how we ought to understanrl
life and what life means, as how we
ought to feel about it. It is of vastly
less consequence, that we shall know
when and where Chaucer lived and
died, the circum:tances of his life, his
surroundings socially, politically, and
religiously; than it is that we shall
know how he looke<l upon his life and
how he felt about it. Those other things
are important, but only as they enable
us to see how he came to think and feel
about life as he did. Of some of the
world's greatest teacher , we know almost nothing. The writer of the poem
about Job and his friends is utterly un-
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known; it is doubtful whether such a
man as Homer ever lived; and what
we really know about Shakespeare could
be printed upon a very few pages. It is
probably just as well so. Could we
know them thoroughly, we should doubtless, find them very much such men as
we already know, differing chiefly in
. their ability to do in a clay what others
require years to do, and in the bravery
and honesty of their thoughts; their
surroundings would very likely be little
differen t f rom our own in all essential
things. ·were it otherwise, their writings would have little interest for us.
Each generation keeps them alive, simply because it finds in them the mirror
held up to the nature of its own time
and country. The wrath of Achilles
and its deadly effects are repeated in
every community of our country to-clay,
reenacted just as they occurred before
the well-walled city of Troy. Then,
again, the extracts given in the manuals
are almost always mere fragments, and
no more truthful estimate can be made
of a literary work from a fragment, than
can be made of a tree from a chip, or
a leaf, or a branch; unless, indeed, the
chip, or leaf, can suggest the whole tree
that needs to be known . And in work
of this kind, the teacher alone can select
what she needs; for good work depends
upon her mastery of what she teaches,
and this depends chiefly upon what she
likes for herself. She can make others
love only what she loves herself; and
the teaching of literature is mainly a
matter of loving, not of understanding.
If she loves Longfellow more than Lowell, she would better teach Longfellow;
if she loves Evangeline more than , 'andalphon or Prometheus, she would better read Evangeline with h r pupils.
Finally, the knowledge obtained in the
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manuals is mainly knowledge about some
author, not knowledge of the author ;
and, for the present, that is about the
most futile thing one can do,-get
knowledge about Longfellow, or Lowell,
or Shakespeare. It is very much as if
one were to learn that Trigonometry is
the science that deals with triangles,
and should learn the definitions of lines,
and angles, and triangles, sines, cosines,
N a peri an functions, and so forth; but
never solve a problem, much less survey
a real field, or steer a real ship across a
real ocean. If we are going to teach
Longfellow, we must get our pupils t'b
have some knowledge of their own of
Longfellow, obtained from reading Longfellow, not their recollection of what

Prof. A. or Prof. B. has said about
Longfellow.
Especially must we get
them to find something in Longfellow
that will lead them from one path of life
to a better one, to one fuller of real
beauty, which is real happiness; precisely as we do in arithmetic and grammar. But this can be secured only by
working with real things, that is, with
Longfellow, or whatever author we may
happen to be studying.
This article has dealt largely with negations, with things which should not be
done, or aimed at. The next will deal
with positive things, with what the young
teacher should aim to do, and what she
may confidently hope to accomplish
with her classes.

,....
THE LAST DAYS OF THE EARTH.

(A Prophecy.)
CAMILLE FLAMMARION.

time before these events hapSOME
pened in Africa and in America, the
island of Ceylon, now attached to the
southern point of Asia through the diminution of the seas, found itself to be
the last refuge of the human race in
Asia, and there, in this former earthly
paradise not far from the equator, at
the foot of Adam's Peak, twelve women
remained the sole heiresses of the last
unextinguished families.
The male sex had completely disappeared. For a long time the number of
girls had been far above that of boys
- a condition of things which corresponded, besides, with the successes obtained by women, and their increasing
authority in politics and in the universal direction of business. They had
gradually substituted themselves for the

effeminate and enervated men as deputies, lawyers, physicians, and, in general, in the greater number of social
professions, in commerce and industry,
arts and literature, pure and applied
sciences. The education of the boys
had been more and more neglected, and
finally there were no longer even competent gardeners or agriculturists to be
found among the men. What the women did not Jo directly with their own
hands in the way of industries was accomplished by ingeniously constructed
and indefatigable machines. The slow
decrease of the organic forces of the
globe had also manifested itself here by
a slow diminution of the births, by a
weakening of the average life, and it
was only in rare circum tances, and by
a sort of heredity that families counted,
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as in former times, a large number of
children. As in our day, in some countries, more girls than boys were born
on the average. This tendency increased from generation to generation, and
towards the end of the days that remained, for Asia as for the other parts of the
globe, there were at the period of which
we speak only three living families, and
by an unfortunate chance, the two boys
having died in infancy, twelve beings of
the feminine sex were left alone to represent the present and the future.
The youngest, little Eva, was a child
of three years of age; her mother had
reached forty. The last survivor of the
fathers had died of aneurism of the heart
on the day of his wedding.
The interest which attaches itself to
things, and which seems to be the cause
of life, had diminished with the decrease
of population and of business, and with
the more and more imminent threat of
a definite end. Formerly immense and
populous, the city had disappeared beneath a poor but invading vegetation;
all those ancient dwellings were empty,
deserted, ruined, partly hidden beneath
the moss and weeds, and the traces of
the ancient boulevards and principal
streets were hardly visible to the eye.
As humanity had retired so Nature had
resumed her rights; polar plants, larches, pines, some snow-birds, and more
recently penguins and bears, had arrived near the ancient city.
The last
building which remained standing was
the public library, in which the purely
literary works had nearly all been abandoned to the insects, and in which were
to be found only the scientific treatises
written on the supreme question of the
end of the world, and the historical annals of the departed centuries; humanity not having ~ons~p.t~Q. t9 Hs own ex-
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tinction, and having clung to all that
personified it. But the fatal day had
come. The world must end.
The decline of human forces had
brought about the decline of the inventions and usages which seeme <i but lately
the most indispensable.
They had
wearied of all, even of hop e. The electric motor had fallen into disuse. There
was no more travelling after the invasion of the ice. No attempt had even
been made to repair the interrupted
telegraphic communications. Only a
few centuries before, all the inhabitants
of the globe, in whatever portion they
may have dwelt, had constant intercourse with each other as though they
had inhabited the same country, conversing and hearing each other, whatever may have been the distance that
separated them, and there was but one
nation and one single lan guage for all
the globe. But now isolation and separation had returned as in the primitiv~
ages; the three groups remaining in the
world no longer knew each other; and
the population of Ceylon, although
composed only of women, had lost all
spirit of domination, all sentiment of
curiosity, all energy, and all vitality.
Henceforth, clepri ved of all desire of
pleasing, of all idea of rivalry, and of
all coquetry, they formed among themselves but one family of sisters, associated in a common misfortune, and they
had all adopted a somber mourning
costume, a sor t of black and misshapen
religious ga rment.
But this little population itself had
rapidly diminished. Fifteen years had
sufficed to reduce it by more than half.
At the moment when the events narrated above took place, there remained

but the youngest of the Ceylone ·e, then
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eighteen years of age, with four of her
companions.
'Ve have left our aerial expedition in
the midst of the stupefaction caused by
the avowal of the Americans. No more
women in America. The same situation, or almost the same, in Africa. Europe buried beneath the snows. Asia
forgotten for more than a century, and
doubtless sharing the same fate as Europe. There was nothing left for the
travellers but to return to their own
country, and that was decided on the
very next day.
They visited the ruins of the American metropolis, the glories of which
had been celebrated by the historians,
and which now lay forgotten. For one
instant they thought of uniting in one
group the two wrecks of male humanity,
and of all leaving together for Suntown;
but, on the one hand, these men wished only to sleep for ever in the tombs
of their ancestors, and, on the other
~and, the travellers, who had carefully
concealed the existence of women in
their own country, did not insist on this
brotherly project. They resumed their
way through the air, deciding,however,
as they had come by the east, to follow
the same direction along the equator
on their return, in order to see whether,
by some unforseen circumstance, they
might not discover some other last living tribe.
Thus it was that after having crossed
the immense Pacific Ocean, and having
stopped over all the points that emerged above its surface, even at the moment when they had noticed that the
eternal winter announced by scientists
extended over the lands of Siam, of Java, of Sumatra, and of Malacca, entirely deserted, they noticed in Ceylon a
region less invaded than the others by

the ice and snow, and stationing themselves for some time above a ruined city,
they discovered a small group of women
in mourning.
In one instant, and before they had
had time to recover from their surprise,
the celestial travellers were at their feet.
At other periods, when the right of
might governed humanity, these last
five daughters of Eve would have been
rudely seized and carried away at full
speed through the air toward the African city, perhaps not without a struggle,
for the number of the men was superior to
that of the women. But for a long time
they had ceased to exert their strength:
sentiment, reason, intelligence, freedom
of choice, always decided.
They told the object of their explorations, and had no difficulty in convincing the fair Asiatics. Their despair,
which had seemed eternal, disappeared
like a mist; their brows were cleared,
their lips smiled, and a few hours after
the arrival of the aeronauts, the five
nuns in mourning bad given way to the
most elegant of women.
They even discussed the advantages
of a return to Suntown, and it seemed
that from the point of view of peace,
happiness, and tranquillity, it would be
preferable to remain in Ceylon. But
the old provision stores were well nigh
exhausted, the fields and gardens were
wanting, the ice was near; while in Africa the fa tal moment seemed perhaps
many years off. From the first interview, Omegar and Eva had experienced
the effects of a mutual attraction, and
had unders tood each other as though
they had met again after a long separation. Omegar had a deep affection for
his mother, and would be proud to present his companion to her.
fortnight
after their arrival, the explorers, rich
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in their discovery, embarked on their
aerial flotilla and set sail for Suntown.
The resurrection of humanity was assureel. What a triumph and what rejoicing on their return!
But what was their disappointment,
on arriving above the antique city, to
see none of their fellow-citizens come
forward to receive them j to find the
public square, where they were in the
habit of meeting, silent and deserted j
to have before their eyes naught save a
sort of desolate cemetery ! Descending
from their aerial boats, they first rushed
with their companions to the government palace. A frightful spectacle offered itself to their gaze. Their relatives, their friends, lay around, dead or
dying. The population of the city, reduced after the departure of the travellers to about thirty persons, had undergone during their absence of a few
months a snow cyclone, which had de stroyed the last vegetable growth and
part of the habitable dwellings. The
small remnant had chosen as a refuge
the spacious and stronger rooms of the
palace j but an epidemic, a sort of typhus, had attacked first·the weaker constitutions and had afterwards stricken
the others. The strength of the bra vest
had finally given way, and the first care
of the travellers was to assist their unhappy fellow-citizens.
Unfortunately the cold increased
daily, a bitter wind blew unceasingly,
and the pale rays of the sun could not
even penetrate the thick mists. The
only means of preserving a little heat
was by keeping up fires and cutting off
almost every communication with the
out-door air j but the bravest, the most
courageous, lost all hope. At every
new death, they counted each other.
From fifteen they descended in a few
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weeks to ten, then to five j and at last
Omegar and Eva remained alone, seeing without delusion the fate which
awaited them, and well knowing that no
other spring would ever bloom on earth.
However, after a long succession of
disastrous clays, the sun showed itself in
a clear spot between the clouds, the
wind ceased, the blue sky re-appeared.
The young couple then rose in an
aerial boat to judge of the last invasions
of the snow, ancl perceived that the
whole city was buried, and that it was
only towards the north that the country
had been a little spared.
Carrying away with them all the provisions they could find, they decided to
follow the direction of the spared districts and see if some oasis could not
be found in the midst of the immense
fields of ice.
In cons equence of the nature of the
soil, and because of the scarcity of
rains, of snow, and of clouds in that region, the great _\frican desert that ~
tends south of the Sahara had remained
one of the least cold zones of the globe,
and a warm current blowing from that
desert on fubia and Arabia, to return
to the equator by Ceylon, had for a long
time left a part of Egypt free from the
invasion of ice ancl snow. Following
the indicated direction, the last human
couple hovered abo,·e the regions formerly watered by the . ile, henceforth
frot en. They perceived from afar the
(;real Pyramid, ruined, but still stand ing.
This first monument of humanity, this
testimony to the antiquity of civilization,
was still standing. Its geometric stability had saved it. It was perhaps the
only human idea that had attained its
end. Created by Cheops to eternally
protect his royal mummy, this tomb had
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survived the revolutions which had destroyed everything else. The last man
came to join the first king and shelter
himself beneath his shroud.
But the wind of the tempest was
blowing again. A fine powdery snow
was spreading over the immense desert.
"Let us stop here and rest," said
Eva, "since we are condemned to death;
and, besides, who has not been? I wish
to die in peace in thine own arms."
They looked for a cavity among the
ruins and seated themselves beside each
other, contemplating the endless space
covered with powdery snow.
The young woman crouched feverishly, holding her husband in her arms,
trying to struggle with her energy
against the invasion of the cold that penetrated her. He had drawn her to his
heart and warmed her with his kisses.
But the wind and the tempest had resumed their sway, and the fine snow
beat in clouds around the pyramid.
''My beloved," he resumed, ''we are
the last inhabitants of the earth, the
last survivors of so many generations.
·w hat remains of all the glories, of all
the countries, of all the works of the
human mind, of all the sciences, of all
the arts, of all the inventions ? The entire globe is at this moment only a tomb
co.vered with snow."
"Yes," she said, "I have heard of
the beauties who reigned over the hearts
of kings and shone like admirable stars
in the history of humanity.
Love,
beauty, all must end. I love you, and
I die. But no, we must not die, must
we ? No ! ...... Come, I am no lon~er
cold. Let us walk."
Her feet, alreadyfrozen and benumbed, had become inert, he tried to rise
and fell back,

"I seem to be sleepy," she said. "0,
let us sleep ! "
And throwing her arms around Ornegar, she pressed her lips to his. The
young man lifted her beautiful form and
laid her on his knees. She was already
asleep.
''I love you," he said again. ''Sleep,
I shall watch over you."
Then his fixed gaze, shining with a
last light, lost itself in a search for the
unknown in the desolate gray sky and
in the silent and endless plain. No sound
came to troub~e the death of Nature ;
the snow wind alone moaned around
the Pyramid, and seemed to wish to
awaken the old Pharaoh sleeping in its
depths for so many million years.
Suddenly the noise of footsteps and
moans was heard, lost in the distance.
Was it some lethargic awakening in the
interior of the monument? Was it a
heavy bird, thrown by the tempest
against the dismantled steps? Was it
some polar bear come with the snow?
The noise ceased. A joyful cry sounded, and with one bound a dog, broken
by fatigue, jumped on the sleeping couple.
It was Omegar's dog that had looked
for him, followed him (how?), and
found him in spite of the distance, the
solitude, and the snow.
He called his master and mistress,
licked their faces and hands and covered them with his body to warm them.
But they did not awake,
And the snow continued to fall in a
fine powder on the entire surface of the
earth.
And the earth continued to turn on
its axis night and day, and to float
through the immensity of space.
And the sun continued to shine, but
with a reddish and barren light. But
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long afterwards it became entirely extinguished, and the dark terrestrial cemetery continued to revolve in the night
around the enormous invisible black
ball.
And the stars continued to scintillate
in the immensity of the heavens.

II

And the infinite universe continued
to exist with its billions of suns and its
billions of living or extinct planets.
And in all the worlds peopled with
the joys of life, love continued to bloom
beneath the smiling glance of the EternaL - Contemporary R eview.
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(In Tlzree Parts.
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HE oldest surviving manuscript in
which any mention is made of
America or of Wineland the Good, as
the most southern part reached by the
Icelandic discoverers is called, was
written about the beginning of the fourteenth century. The discovery was made
about the year Iooo. Three centuries
is a long time, and quite sufficient to allow of the growth of legend. But whatever legendary matter may have been incorporated into the Sagas, there is abundant evidence that the discovery and
the principal facts connected with it
were well known in Greenland and Iceland long before our present manuscripts were written. There is documentary evidence reaching as far back
as about the year I I Io.
Wineland the Good is first mentioned
in Icelandic literature by Ari Thorgilsson,or Ari the Learned,as he is commonly called. He was born in Iceland in
Io67, of a noble family sprung from
the celebrated Queen Aud, and King
Olaf the White, from whom he was eighth
in descent, and died at the ripe age of
eighty-one. He was also called Ari the
Historian, and sometimes, in order to
distinguish him from another of the same
name, Ari the Elder. \Vineland the
Good could scarcely have been men-

Part I.)

tioned in Icelandic literature earlier, for
Ari is the father of Icelandic historiography. Snorri, the author of Heimskringla, says of him: "He was the first
of men here in the land (i.e. Iceland)
to write ancient and modern lore in the
northern tongue; he wrote chiefly in
the beginning of his book concerning
Iceland's colonization and legislation,
then of the law- speakers, how long each
was in office, down to the introduction
of Christianity into Iceland (A . D. Iooo ) ,
and then on to his own day. Therein
he also treats of much other old lore,
both of the lives of the kings of Norway
and Denmark, as well as of those of
England, as likewise of the important
events which have befallen here in the
land, and all of his narrati ves seem to
me most trustworthy." He then goes
on to tell how A ri was reared and educated, and whence he obtained much of
his information. When he was seven
years old, he says, he came to Haukadale to Hal Thorarinson, and was there
fourteen years. Hal Thorarinson, who
died in 1 o89 at the advanced age of 92,
is described as a man of great knowl edge and excellent memory, who ''could
even remember being baptised when he
was three years old by the priest Thangbrand, the year Christianity was estab-
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lished in Iceland by law." Ari's teacher was Teit, son of Isleif, the first bishop of Icelapd, "who gave him information about many circumstances which
he afterwards wrote down." "Ari also,"
Snorri continues, "got many a piece of
information from Thurid, a daughter of
the Godi Snorri. She was wise and intelligenr, and remembered her father
Snorri, who was nearly thirty-five years
of age when Christianity was introduced
into Iceland,and died a year after King
Olaf the Saint's fall."* "It is not strange
therefore," he concludes, "that Ari
should have been well informed in the
ancient lore, both here and abroad, since
he had both acquired it from old and
wise men, and was himself eager to learn
and was gifted with a good memory."
Ari, therefore, though not born until 67
years after the discovery of Wineland
the Good, was acquainted with those
who were alive at the time the event happened, was on familiar terms with them,
and had every opportunity of ascertaining the truth about it.
The references to the country in the
works ascribed to him, and of which he
was either the sole or joint author, are
four. All of them are of the briefest.
He neither gives an account of its discovery nor describes the country. His
references to it are merely incidental
and illustrative of what he is saying. In
the Landnamabok, which according to
Dr. Vigfusson was written about the
year I I 10 and not later than I I zo, he
says, when treating of the adventure of
Ari Marsson: "Their son was Ari. He
was driven out of his course at sea to
Whitemen's Land, which is called by
some persons Ireland the Great; it lies
westward in the sea near Wineland the
Good; it is said to be six 'dcegra' sail

west of Ireland; Ari could not depart
thence, and was baptised there." The
first account of this was given by Rafn,
who sailed to Limerick, and remained
for a long time at Limerick in Ireland.
So Thorkel Geitisson stated that Icelanders report, who have heard Thorfinn, Earl of the Orkneys, say that Ari
had been recognized there, and was not
permitted to leave, but was treated with
great respect there. There is no difficulty in identifying Ari Marrson and his
family, but Whitemen's Land is still an
enigma, and particulars which might
serve to throw light on the narrative or
to aid in determining whence Rafn and
Earl Thorfinn derived their intelligence,
are lacking. Still the fact remains that
here in Ari the Historian's earliest work,
"Wineland the Good," is distinctly referred to. It is mentioned again in the
same work in a list of the descendants
of Snorri Head-Thordsson, where it is
said that the son of Snorri Head-Thordsson and Thorhild Ptarmigan was "Thord
Horsehead, father of Karlsefni, who
found \Vineland the Good." In the
Kristni Saga, which is regarded as a sort
of supplement to the Landnamabok, we
have the following words: "That summer
King Olaf (Tryggvason) went from the
country southward to Vindland ( the land
of the \Vends); then, moreover, he sent
Lief Ericsson to Greenland to proclaim
the faith there. On this voyage Leif
found \Vineland the Good: he also found
men on a wreck at sea, wherefore he·
was called Lief the Lucky."
But, perhaps, the most important of
Ari's references to \Vineland the Good
occurs in his Libellus, a work which he
prepared as a sort of abridged ancl revised edition of his Islendingabok. The
original work which he calls the Liber,.

* The Priest Snorri was born 964 and died
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was written about II27, but is now lost.
The Libellus, which is also known as
the Islendingabok, was written in the
days when Rafn was Lawman, I I35-9,
and has survived. In the preface to it
he says: "I first composed an Islendingabok for our Bishops Thorlak and Ketil
and showed it to them, as well as to
Sremund the Priest. And foreasmuch as
they were pleased (either ) to have it
thus, or augmented, I accordingly wrote
this similar in character with the exception of the Genealogy and Lives of the
Kings, and have added that of which I
have since acquired closer knowledge
and which is now more accurately set
forth in this (rev ision ) than in that" (the
original work). Of this work the parchment MS. is lost, but at the end of
one of the two oldest paper copies of it,
known as I I 3 a fol. of the Arna- Magnrean Collection in the University Library,
at Copenhagen, the scribe,John Erlendson, who is known to have made transcripts of many Sagas for Bishop Bryniolf and in all probability made this for
him, has written: "These 'Scheclre'
and narratiY es of the priest Ari the
Learned, arc copied from a vellum in
his own hand, as men believe, at Villingah olt, by the priest John Erlendson,
Anno Domini I65 I, the next Monday
after the third Snnclay after Easter."
The other paper copy, known as II3b
fol., is in the same hand. Both were
obtained in Iceland by Arni Magnusson
wl1en he visited it between I 702 and
I7I2 , and in the MS. II3 b he has inserted the following memorandum:
"The various different readings noted
here througlwut in my hand are taken
from another copy ( rr 3 a) written by
the ReY. John Erlendson in 165r. This
was formerly the property of the Rev.
Torfi J onsson of BeEr, who inherited it
from Bishop Bryniolf 'yeinsson . I ob-

l.J

tained it however from Thorlak, son of
Bishop Thord ; it formed originally a
portion of a large book, which I took
apart, separating the treatises. This
copy I have called 'Codex B,' signifying either 'Baiensis' or the second,
from the order of the letters of the alphabet. Concerning 'Codex B' it is my
conjecture that the Rev. John copied it
fiirst from the vellum, that Bishop Bryniolf did not like the copy (on account
of its inaccuracy) . . . wherefore the
Rev. John made a new copy of the
parchment manuscript, taking g rea ter
care to follow the original literally,
whence it is probable that this Codex A
was both the later and the better copy."
The two codices were written it is believed in the same year. Each of them
contains the reference to "W ineland and
the paragraphs in which it occurs are
almost identical, the Icelandic name in
A b e in g spelt 'Vineland and in B Vineland, a difference of not the slightest
significance. The paragraph which in
Ari's history is number six, is as follows:
"That country which is called Greenland, was discovered and colonized from
Iceland. Eric the Red was the name
of the man,an inhabitant of Broadfirth,
wbo went out thither from there, and
settled at that place which has since
been called Ericsfirth. He gave a name
to the country, and called it Greenland,
and said that it must persuad e men to
go thither, if the land had a good name.
They found there, both east and west
in the country, th e dwellings of men,
and fragments of boats, and stone implements, such that it may be perceived
from these, that that manner of people
had been there who inhabited Wineland,
and whom the Greenlanders call Skrel1ings. And this, when he set about the
colonization of the country, was four teen or fifteen winters before the introduction of Christianity here in Iceland,
according to that which a cer tain man
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who himself accompanied Eric the Red
thither, informed Thorkel. Gellisson."
For the matter i:n hand this mention
of Wineian.d }s o£ the greatest importance. It occurs in two copies of a manuscript believed to be from Ari's own
hand. It occurs too in his Libellus or
revised version of the now lost Islendingabok, and contains his latest word.
But its greatest value is not in what it
says,but,asMr. Reeves haspointedout,
in what it leaves unsaid. "For," to use
the words of Mr. Reeves, "had Ari not
known that his reference to Wineland
and its inhabitants would be entirely intelligible to his readers, he would hardly
have employed it, as he does, to inform
his Greenland Chronicle. The passing
notice, therefore, indicates a general
diffusion of the knowledge of the ·Wineland discoveries among Ari's contemporaries at the time when the paragraph
was composed." Next to taking part in
the discoveries and being contemporary with them,Ari,in fact, occupied the
best position possible for ascertaining
the truth about them, and is one of the
best witnesses we can have. His character for truthfulness, wisdom, and good
memory is admitted on all hands. Most
of his time was spent in perfecting his
knowledge. He was acquainted with
those who were living at the time the
discoveries were made. He believed in
the discoveries himself,and he believed
that his countrymen believed in them,
and the way in which he speaks of them
is explicable only on the ground of their
being matters of public notoriety. That
they rest on historical data, and that the
documents in which they are recorded
are credible and au then tic are facts
which seem to us beyond question, and

which only a perverse skepticism can
refuse to accept.
Ari's writings, however, are not the
only pieces of Icelandic literature, outside the Sagas narrating the discovery,
in which mention is made of 'Vineland.
It is mentioned in a very beautiful manuscript, known as the Friis Book, and
also as the Book of Kings. According
to Dr. Gustav Storm it was written
about the year 1300, but according to
Dr. Vigfusson as early as I 26o-8o. If
either date be correct, it is considerably
older than Hauk's Book, the earliest
manuscript mentioning ·winelancl, of
whose elate there is any certain knowledge. Its words are:"Winelancl the Good found. Lei£,
a son of Eric the Red, passed this same
winter in good repute with King Olaf
and accepted Christianity. And that
summer (the summer of the year rooo)
when Gizur went to Iceland, King Olaf
sent Lief to Greenland to proclaim
Christianity there. He sailed that summer to Greenland. He found in the sea
men upon a wreck and helped them.
Then found he also Wineland the Good,
and arrived in the autumn at Greenland.
He took with him a priest and other
spiritual teachers, and went to make his
home at Brattahild with Eric his father.
People afterwards called him Leif the
Lucky. But Eric his father said that
one account shou ld balance the other,
that Lei£ had rescued the ship's crew at
sea, and this that he had brought the
trickster to Greenland. This was the
priest."
Almost identical with this is the history of the discovery in the so-called
longer Saga of OlafTryggvason, occuring
in a manuscript dating from about the
year 1400. The passage is as follows:"King Olaf then* sent Lei£ Ericsson
to Gr enland to proclaim Christianity
there. The king sent a priest and other

* The summer of the year 1000, when, according to the same paragraph, he sent Gizur and
Hjalti to Iceland on a similar mission.
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laymen with him to baptise the people
there, and to instruct them in the true
faith. Lei£ sailed that summer to Greenland . He rescued a ship's crew at sea
who were in great peril and were clinging to the shattered wreckage of the
ship, and on this same voyage he found
Wineland the Good, and at the end of
the summer arrived in Greenland and
went to make his home at Brattahild
with Eric his father. People afterwards
called him Lei£ the Lucky. But his
father Eric said that the one (deed) offset the other, in that Lei£ had, on the
one hand, rescued and given life to the
men of the ship's crew, and on the other,
had brought the trickster to Greenland,
for thus he called the priest."
I the Collectanea of Middle -age Wisdom, known as No. I 94 of the ArnaMagnrean Library,a manuscript written
partly in Icelandic and partly in ~atin
between the years I400- I 450, occurs
the following:"Southward from Greenland is Helluland, then is Markland j tb ence it is
not far to Wineland the Good, which
some men believe extends from Africa,
and, if this be so, then there is an open
sea flowing in between ·wineland and
Markland. It is said thatThorfinn Karlsefni hewed a house-neath-timber, and
then went to seek \Vineland the Good,
and came to where they believed this
land to be, but they did not succeed in
exploring it, or in obtaining any of its
products. Lei£ tbe Lucky first found
Wineland, and then he founcl merchants
at sea in evil plight, and restore d them to
life by God's mercy; and he introduced
Christianity into Greenland, which waxed there, so that an Episcopal seat was
established there, at the place called
Gardar. England ancl Scotland are one
island, although each of them is a kingdom. Ireland is a great island. Iceland is also a great island (to the north
of) Ireland. These countrie are all in
that part of the world which is called
Europe."
The same position is assigned to Wineland in vellum fragment, AM . , No. 736.
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''From Greenland to the southward,"
it is said, "lies Helluland, then Markland j thence it is not far to \Vineland ,
which some men believe extends fTom
Africa." So again in another vellum
fragment, containing a "brief description of the whole world," and probably
written about the year I4oo, it is said:
"From Biarmaland uninhabited regions
extend from the north until Greenland
joins them. South from Greenland lies
Helluland, then Markland. Thence it
is not far to \Vineland. Iceland is a
great island, "etc. The Eyrbyggia Saga,
the oldest manuscript, remain s of which
date back to about the year r 300, while
the most complete extant vellum of it
was probably written some fifty years
later, has the following :"After the reconciliation between
Steinthor and the people of Alpta -tirth,
Thorbrand's sons, Snorri and Thorleii
Kimbi, went to Greenland. From him
(Thorleif Kimbi) Kimbafirth (in Greenland )gets its name. Thorleif Kimbi
lived in Greenland to old age. But
Snorri went to \Vin eland the Good with
Karlsefni j and when they were fighting
with th e Skrellings there in Wineland,
Thorbrand Snorrason,a most valiant
man, was kill eel . "
Mention is also made of \Vineland in
the Icelandic Annals. These are lists
of notable events which happened in
and out of Ic eland. The oldest o f them
is supposed to haYe been written in the
south of Iceland about the year 128o,
though the oldest annalist known is a
priest named Einar Haflidason, who was
born in r 307 and died in I 393· His
work is contained in the par hment manuscript, AM. 420 b which has received
the name, Lawman's Annals.. Under
the year I I 2 r it has the entry, "Bisbop
Eric ppsi sought \Vin eland."
stmJlar entry is found under the same year
in the Annals written by the prie t .Mag-
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nus Thorhallsson, and appended to the the Good in the elder Icelandic litera>
Flatey Book in the so-called Annales ure."
In the Elder Skaholt Annals, however,
Reseniani, in those known as the Annales Regii, in the Annals of Henrik in which there ~s a lacuna covering the
Hoyer, and in the Gottskalk Annals. year I 12 I, and which is believed to have
For what purpose the Bishop undertook been written about the year I36z,against
the voyage, what was its result, or the year I34 7, there is the following
whether he ever returned, is unknown. entry: "Ther ecame also a ship from
Mr. Reeves puts all that can be fairly Greenland, lessin size than small Iceinferred from the brief notices of the landic trading \'esse ls. It came into
Annals and the information which may the outer Stream-firth. It was without an anchor. There were seven teen
be gleaned elsewhere when he says:
men
on board, and they bad sailed to
"It seems altogether probable that he
wa the 'Greenlanders' Bishop Eric Markland, but had afterwards been
Gnup's son" mentioned in a geneal- driven hither by storms at sea." The
ogical list in Landnama, and it is clear incident is also recorded in the Annals of
that if this be the same Eric, he was by Gottskalk and in those of the Flatey
birth an Icelander. This view is in a Book under the same year. But while
slight measure confirmed by an entry
in the Lawman's Annals under the year the former simply says: "A ship from
I I I 2 (in the Annals of the Flatey Book Greenland came into the mouth of the
under the year III3) wherein the jour- Stream-firth," the latter have the more
ney of Bishop Eric is reconlecl,a 'jour- particular record: "A ship came there
ney' presumably undertaken away from from Greenland which had sailed to
Iceland, and probably to Greenland.
In the ancient Icelandic scientific work Markland, and there were eighteen men
called Rimbegla, in a li t of those men on board." Markland, it will be rewho had been Bishops at Gardar, the membered,is said to lie north of \VineEpiscopal seat in Greenland, Eric heads land the Good, and to be not far from
the list, while in a similar list of Green- it. Referring to these entries in the
land bishops in the Flatey Book Eric's
name is mentioned third. No record Icelandic Annals Mr. Reeves remarks :
of Bishop Eric's ordination has been
preserved, and none of his fate, unless
indeed it be written in the brief memo rial of his \Vineland voyage." ''It has
been conjectured," he continues, " that
this voyage to \Vin eland \\'as undertak en
as a missionary enterprise, a speculation which seems to haYe been suggested solely by the ecclesiastical office of
the chief participant. It has been further conjectured, since we read in the
Annals of the ordination of a new bishop
for Greenland in 1124, that Eric must
have perished in the undertaking. The
date of his death is nowhere given, an<l
it is possible that the entry in the Annals
under the year r I 2 I is a species of necrological record. It is, in any e\·cnt,
the la t surviYin g mention of \Vineland

"This scanty record is the last historical mention of a voyage undertaken
by l.eif's fellO\v-countrymen to a part
of the land which he had discO\'ered
three hundred years before. The nature of the information indicates that
the knowledge of the discovery had not
altogether faded from the memories of
the Icelanders . ettled in Greenland. It
seems further to lend a mea ure of plausibility to a theory that people from the
Greenland colony may, from time to
time, have Yisited the coast to the southwest of their home for supplie of wood
or for some kindred purpo ·e. The vi itors in thi , case had evidently intended
to return directly from Markland to
Greenland, and had they not been driven ont of their course to Iceland the
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probability is that this voyage would have vanished as completely as did the
never have found mention in Icelandic colony to which the Markland visitors
chronicles, and all knowledge of it must belonged. " - Scottislz Review.

THOUGHTS ABOUT EDUCATION.
:- The following extracts are from an article in the December Forum by Frede ri c Harrison. They are remarkable coming, as they do,
from the leader of the English Positivists. The
tone may need subduing, but they are the thoughts
of one of the most brilliant of living Englishmen,
and will well repay the most careful attention of
any one interested in the educational work of our
own country.
NOTE

I

T is with no light heart that I act on
the wish of the editor that I should
set down my experience of education as
now carried on in the Old World. I
cannot forget that I have had to take
part in education in one form or other
for nearly forty years; that I have been
responsible for the education of sons of
my own; that I have for years past joined in the discussions and conferences
on this question :and now I feel at times
that we are further off the right path than
ever, as if our whole system were a failure. There are hours when I feel about
education nothing but this,-wipe it out,
and let us begin it all afre~h.
It has long been a favorite idea of
mine that many things work delightfully
for good whilst they are spontaneous
and unorganized; but when they are stereotyped into an elaborate art, and
evolve a special profession or trade
of experts, they produce unexpected
failures, and end in more harm than good.
Holidays, excursions, exhibitions, authorship, preaching, temperance, - a
thou and good things and virtuous gifts,
-end in monster jubilees, world fairs,
book-making, pulpit-trading, fanatical

tyranny, and other invasions of peace
and freedom. And few things suffer
more than education by passing into
stereotyped schemes set forth in the
formulas of the day, and expounded by
professional experts. A uniform system
of education is a form of madness akin
to a project for making men of one size
or one weight.
After forty years or so I am coming
round to think that the less we systematize education, dogmatize about it, even
talk about it, the better. A good education is a general mental and moral
condition, like a virtuous nature and a
healthy body; and we are all treating
it as if it were a special art or a technical craft, and could be taught like playing the violin, or tested like jumping.
There is no test of a good education,
and no specific for making a young
mind active and full. Minds are far
more various than physical constitutions,ancl infinitely more subtle. Education, in a true and high sense, implies
the developme nt of the mind to its perfection in a natural and complete manner; and yet, whilst every one can see
the quackery involved in any art of universal health, we are still multiplying
examinations, educational boards, syllabi schemes, and royal roads to the
making of fine minds.
If there is one thing on which all the
great reforme rs of man's social life have
insisted more than another, it is the essential unity of education, in its moral,
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mental, and active side, and the hopelessne s of trying to build up a truly
organic educatioll out of many kinds of
merely sectional instruction. It is like
seeking to cure a case of nervous collapse by drugs. • 11 real philosophers
tell us that man is a complex, subtle,
but single organism, which we can no
more take to pieces and treat in segments than we can cut up his body. If
there be snch things as morality and
religion, and if any thing can be said or
done by way of inculcating them, or applying them to life, then education cannot be severed from morality and religion, and all real education mu t be inspired by religion as well as morality.
Yet here we all are vowing that religion
shall not meddle with education, and
that morality belongs to a set of influences quite apart from schools and universities.
\Ve ask too much from education, we
make too much of it, we monstrously
over-organize it, and we cruelly overload it. Education can do for us infinately less than we have come to expect;
and what little it can do, is on the condition that it be left simple, natural, and
free. I have known very few men who
were made into any thing great entirely
by their education; and I have known
a good many who were entirely ruined
by it, and were finally turned out as
pedants, prigs, or idiots. Struggling to
win prizes in examination, thinking
always about the style current to-day,
being put through the regulation mill,
and poring over some little corner of
knowledge for some material objectmay give a one-sided appearance of
learning with nothing behind it, will
turn out mechanical eccentricities like
calculating-machines, may change an
hone t fellow into a selfish, dull brute,

or leave a weak brain softened and atrophised for life. And the more we
organize education, the greater is the
risk of our fine ·ng this result.
All that education can really give is
this: it can supply the opportunities of
self culture; hold forth new standards
and ideals to aim at; it can bring the
budding mind into contact with a formed and mature mind ; shed over the
young spirit the inspiring glow of some
rare and beautiful intelligence. It can
open to the learner the door into the
vestibule of the great Library of the
·world's ·w isdom; but it cannot cram
its contents into his brain. It can show
him a superior intellect in the act of collecting and distilling his materials. It
can suggest, explain, correct, and guide
in a very general and occasional way;
but it cannot teach vigorous thinking,
or thrust coherent knowledge into a raw
mind, as a plough-l>oy can with trouble
be taught to write, or to remember the
multiplication-table. The ''three Rs,"
the merely mechanical instruments of
education, may be thus rammed in by
sheer labor (perhaps they must be so
taught). But when we speak of "education," we are here meaning the higher
training professed to be given in the
superior colleges and schools. Anu in
these it is often a cruel injury to a moderate or dull mind to have scraps of
"prepared" information, and peptonized decoctions of science, hammered into its cells, or to have essays, poems,
and system s of philosophy, "wrung" as
Milton ays, ''like blood from the nose."
The ideal education (as imagined, for
in lance, in the academies of Plato and
Aristotle) would be such that a body of
students, attracted by a great love of
knowledge, should gather from time to
time round some r at teacher till they
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had touch of his informing mind, grasped his method of thought, felt inspiration from his typical ideas, asked of him
questions, and answered his questions
to them; and then freely went their own
way to work out for themselves his suggestions, and left him free to think, to
observe, experiment, or write, until he
was again ready to teach. Here is a
creativ_e mind lighting up other nascent
minds, whom a sense of duty, and religious eagerness to behold the face of
the great goddess Truth, have freely
gathered together in the common desire to develop fitly each his own most
diverse nature. That is an ideal education;though we all admit it is impracticable and impossible in the days of
our nineteenth century.
What a gulf separates this from the
actual education that we see and admire!
No academic grove, but a barrack with
regiments drilled like Prussian guards,
every man of the whole five hundred
or thousand polishing up the same
lines, translating the same author, filling
up every hour of the day with the same
monotonous task, anxious about the
next inspection, and eager to win promotion by rigid punctuality, and mechanical precision in drill. And th e
master and pl1il oso pher himself is now a
drill sergeant, bound to repeat the regulati on lesson, to exact minute di scip lin e
in thoughts, himself worn in to a machine
by eternal inspections, examinations, and
formal observance of r gimental orders.
He, poor man, neither thinks nor observes ; he neither judges his pupils in
his mind, nor pretends to put them in
touch with his own . H e analyzes, di gest', sen·es out, and compels the repetition of the particular book or
scheme of inquiry that for the moment
is in vogue in his particular academy.

It is not for him to think: he has to repeat. He has to tell his pupils what
the favorite authority in history,philosophy, or science, has said in his last
book , and to see which of his pupils repeats the ~esson with the greatest accuracy. Tons of written answers have to
be "marked" each week or month; and
the teacher is concerned, not with pupils,
but with "papers." As if the repetition
of what some learned man has written
were knowledge, or as if the being drilled into uniformity by a dozen regulation
tutors were the same thing as being inspired by the free suggestions of one
powerful mind.
No one denies that drill is good in its
place, for certain purposes; and so is
discipline, punctuality,and rigid order.
It all has fine moral uses for many natures; it can turn out troopers,artillery men , ancl able seamen ;and a dockyard,
a factory , or a fire -brigade would be
failures without it. But the question
now is, if it can equally well educate
minds, characters, imaginations, and
h earts; whether we may not, in the
spiri tual and intellectual spheres, overdo the discipline, the uniformity, and the
formal task. The question is, if young
nature s may not be stunted thereby, and
grow in g l.nai ns choked , inOated, or steri 1iz ed. Yet, l1aving ca rried our modern
education to the hi ghest point of elaboration and tnes:-,nre that flesh and blood
can sustain, we keep on calling for a
still 111ore intri ate set of regulations
and for more professional experts (as
the jargon has it), more incorrigible
"educationists."
I have so often already tried to point
out the esse nti al vi e · of the examination system, that I will not return to it,
save to say, that, the more I see of it,
the more d o I feel that it is ruining eel-
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ucation altogether.* Mechanical examination never can test any knowledge
worth having: all that it can do is to
debase and pervert education.
The
pupil lias before him an end, which is
not knowledge or mental culture of any
kind, but success, money, applause, and
superiority. The teacher has before
him, not the improvement of his pupils'
minds, but their "fitness" for the race;
and those who set the papers (often the
scurviest professional hacks) practically
order the teacher what he has to teach.
There are no duoubt some ideal forms
ofexamination which might be made fair
tests of knowledge; as if a thoroughly
competent teacher were left free to
judge not more than a dozen or a score
of students, and had a week or two and
a free head to go about it in his own way.
But this we know is impracticable.
There is no time; itwould be too costly;
and we will not trust any one's impartiality. When we speak of academic examinations, we mean five hundred students writing like stenographers for four
or five days, at six hours per diem; the
papers being "marked" mechanically
under severe pressure by three or four
overworked experts who never saw the
pupils before, and are forced to pass or
pluck them as a barrack surgeon does
recruits.
The entire "public school" or barrack
system, the college or cenobite system,
as practised in England, with all their
unnatural consequences and their essentially material spirit, may be, as things
are, necessary evils, but they are thoroughly abnormal and vicious in principle.
The normal and noble education can
only be given in families, and not in
barracks or convents. The moral, religious, and social stimulus of educa-

*

Note that he refers to the Engli h sy tem.

tion ought to rise mainly there, and its
ground work should come from the parents. That the parents, as it is, are unfit, unworthy, unwilling to do it, absorbed as they are in the struggle for existence and the race for gain, is the shame
and grief of our materialist habits, for
it does not release the parents from
their duty. They cannot hire experts
to do their work, and test the experts'
skill by the number of prizes that their
pupils can bag, and the thousands of
marks with which they can be credited.
It is too true now that few families
can really give a high education, and
few young persons can educate themselves even with assistance and opportunity. But there is no other way. The
groundwork of education must be laid
at horne, and the essentials of education
must come from the learner himself.
The guidance, the inspiration, the higher
organization of education, belongs no
doubt to superior and special teachers.
But only the rare superior spirit is worth
much. The rank and file of hack teachers do more harm than good, except, it
may be, in the mechanical rudiments
of learning, which are hardly needed
after the age of fifteen. From about
that time of life it is guidance and inspiration that is needed, not hammering,
cramming, and punishing. As years increase what is wanted in education is
far more freedom, individuality, diversity of bent, more leisure than we see
now in the programme of any "educationist," nay, I will not hesitate to say
it, more indulgence of any high taste,
mere day-dreaming, if you will, in a
word, more rest and peace. Education
may help a man to form his mind : it
cannot make it for him though it may
twist it or crush it. • nd that education
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will be best which honestly acknowl- compared with the natural and acquired
edges how little it can do outside the forces of each man's brain and soul.
home, how small is its power for good

.THE BIG TREES OF CALIFORNIA.
L. H.
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HE Pacific Coast region of the United States is well known to modern
physical scientists for the new fields
of observation it furnishes to students
of geology, botany, and meteorology.
Physically, California has certainly its
own peculiar characteristics,-its elimatic conditions, geological formation,
and its botanic types marking clearly
its isolation from the other geographical divisions of the United States. Without confining myself in the present artide to a discussion of the geology and
meteorology of the Pacific Slope, and
the characteristics of its flora in general, a few remarks upon that wonderful
vegetable growth, thegigantea sequoia, or
BigTrees of California, may tend to give
the reader a slight insight into the beauty and strangeness of the Golden State.
So far as is known, the only locality
in the world where these trees are found
is in a limited region of California along
the western slope or the Sierra Nevada
Mountains, at an altitude of from five
to six thousand feet.
Their age, the
influence of the climate, and their own
peculiar nature alone can account for
their enormous proportions.
I have
seen the stumps of trees that have been
felled, the age of which, as shown by
the annulation, if dependence can be
placed on the showing of the rings,
would be over z,ooo years. Other trees
still much larger, which have not been
felled, undoubtedly have an age even
more remarkable.

The wood, as well as the foliage of the
big trees, very much resembles that of the
cedar j and the bark is sometimes found
of a great thickness. The Fresno Board
of Trade rooms have on exhibition a
section of bark near two feet in thickness j and other counties than Fresno
can boast of bark of even greater thickness. The cones of this tree are very
small, scarcely the size of an egg, and
not more than one-twentieth the size of
the cones of the sugar pine, a tree growing at the same altitude, and very much
resembling the white pine of the Aileghanies.
The g igantea sequoia is frequently
found thirty feet in diameter, a very
few approximating forty feet through.
A tree felled by an enterprising party
in central California measured thirtythree feet in diameter. The top of the
stump was smoothed off for a dancing
floor, upon which several sets could be
dancing at once. When not used for
dancing purposes, seats were placed upon it for the comfortable seating of one
hundred persons, having also a speaker's platform. It is a regular thing for
the stump to be used for . unday school,
and for lectures and stump speeches in
the true sense of the word to be given
from its surface.
At \Vawona, on the stage line to Yosemite, there is still standing in the
Mariposa grove of big trees, the celebrated sequoia through which the stage
has been running for many years, The
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tree being partly hollow, the opening
was made larger, thus easily admitting
large vehicles to pass through a tunnel
of growing wood. At this same grove
is a fafien tree that is hollow, and that
has lain on the ground for an unknown
number of years. Through the huge
shell horse-men have frequently ridden
erect a distance of a hundred feet, and
out at a knot hole.
In Tulare county is a monster tree
that will be felled and cut into sections
for conveyance to th e Columbian Exposition, where it will again be set up in
all its nati ve greatness. Another tree
of beautiful proportions will be felled,
cut into the proper lengths, and split,
when it will be hewed out and made into pass enger cars, and dragged down
the mountain to th e railroad by oxen.

Windows will be cut through the wood,
and the whole will be strengthened and
braced by iron fixtures. It is proposed
to leave the inside in its roughly hewn
state, and in its natural color. All this
has been proposed, and it will probably
be executed, as there will most surely
be ample returns for all expense.
These big trees flourish best at high
altitudes where snow often falls to the
depth of fifteen or twenty feet. The
continual warm weather of the spring
months soon melts the snow, however,
and th e air in summer being always
cool at this altitude, and rain seldom
falling during the dry months, it makes
these big tree regions favorite resorts
for the pleasure seekers of central California.

KINDS OF SCHOOLS.
E. McCuLLEY.
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experience of twel\'e years, during which time I have professionally known several thousand teachers,
convinces me that a very large peP centum of those who fail in teaching do so
because they do not distinguish the difference that must naturally exist between
certain kinds of schools.
The young man whose early instruction came from a private tutor, and
whose finishing touches were receiyecl
at some eastern university, is snpposed
to lack much that is necessary to the
proper management of the complex macbinery of one of our modern graded
schools. As a graded school principal
he would, in all probability, prove lax
in discipline, generic rather than specific in his instructing, much given to

specialties, indifferent as to the opmion
of his patrons, and a chronic commentator upon the poverty of intellect displayed by his pupils. No less a failure
is that local teacher whose moderate intellect, infinite "cheek," physical beefiness, and coarse sarcastic wit, have elevated him to be head master of an
academy. He recognizes no intellectual difference, quantitati ,·e or qualitative, between his academic pupils and
those of the common school. The same
scholastic routine is prescribed for the
young man of twenty and the boy of
ten, if their present ad ancement be the
same. They are kept in the same room
and it is used for both tudy and recitation. That class exercise which is too
sho rt for the one is too long for the oth-
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er. The n ecessary reproof of the one
takes th e time and distracts the attention of th e other. The discussion of
principles, so interesting to the one, is
bewildering to the other.
The vast
amount of practice necessary for the
younger is not relished by the older.
Such a state of affairs should not exist. Let the young teachers of the country make a stud y of the different kinds
of schools necessary for our educational system; th en, after they understand
each, let all labor to maintain each kind
in its purity, without infringing greatly
up on the territory, or patronage, of the
other. Until this is clone we may expect to see poorly paid teachers, of different grades of institutions, struggling
for the same patronage an<l creating
jealousy and envy wl1ere shoulc.l exist
only harmony and fraternal feelings.
The public schools must take all who
present themselves, if within the legal
limits; hence, perfection can never be
attained in th ei r grading, classification,
promotions, and metho~1s. In well regulated academies are advantages several d egrees in advance of the public
schools both in extent and thoroughness
of the course of study ancl the methods
of government. But the grade of pupils
is younger and the course must l>c pur~ ued more slowly than at college . Once
in college the academic student finds a
freer atmosphere, a more elevated moral plane, a broader course of study.
More and more of him is seen in the
recitation while less and less is he the
subject of faculty discipline . Finally
he completes a proper course and is
ready to begin life. It is truly a beginning and his last exercise is properly
called a ''commencement."
But where is the normal school? you
may say. A very appropriate question.
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The normals sprang into existence because of an urgent demand. Many intellectual and ambitious young per sons
had too little t ime and too much sense
to confine themselves to the p ublic
schools for an education. In tl1e academ ies was much that they desired, but
the grade of pupils found there was sti ll
too yo ung and their progress too slow.
They were not prepared to enter co llege, and, if they we re the con rse of
study was more varied than they clesire d.
For such the normal came.
They took students who "went" and
were not "sent.'' They l>egan at the
bottom and idled away no time teaching "what the students already knew . "
Of course they proved popular. Normalites were "standing'' advertisements
of what n ormals could do for their stud ents. Immediately there was a yelp
from the pedagogical imitators the laml
over and the institutions that advertised '' n ormal met1wds" were legion.
Many such benighted method-ists c011ld
not distinguish between methods and
"gasology."
This thought brings to
mind the days of '8 rat Valparaiso, when
the Professor of mathematics was asked
for a brief rcstt/1/e of "normal methods."
Very laconic and very appropriate came
his reply: "Bring out the points."
Now let the young teacher learn and
remember that universities, colkges,
academies, and public schools arc, or,
of-right, should be different grades nf
one homogeneous system. l,ct him also rcaliLe that the normal school does
much of the work of the public school,
academy, and college, and, in much
less time than would be rcq ui red by those
institutions. But also let him notice
that the very elements that make normal schools so remarkably successful arc
not found in the well regulated schools
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of other kinds. The long recitations,
long lessons, rigid analyses, and logical outlines, the glory of our beloved N.
I. N. S., would prove an unbearable
burd~n to a village public school.
The uninitiated at once asks: What,
then, is the virtue of the boasted normal
methods? This is easily answered, if the
questioner is not prejudiced. The normal school fulfills every requirement of
the demands which brought it into existence.
The normal school teaches
what its students desire to learn and at
the corner stone of its pedagogical in-

struction is the statement that different
minds, different ages, and different
schools, require different methods and
management.
Going forth into the
world with this clear distinction, the
normalite is ready to undertake work of
any grade, using methods and management appropriate. Success is certain.
The person educated wholly at the publie school, academy, or college, too often knows that routine only and bends
every effort to make his charge resemble his alma mater.
Let us have flexibility and adaptation.
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COMPOSITION.

I.

Preparatory Lessons.
MANTlE

E.

COMPOSITION work should be
closely interwoven with all the other branches taught in the school . It
forms a part of every line of school
work.
The following suggestions are
made to enable the teacher to adapt
composition work to the practical work
the pupil has to do. The first suggestions that will be offered, will be called
"Preparatory Lessons". They are to
be used, however, all along through the
other composition work of the school
...,year.
1.
A story from questions.
Let the teacher place upon the board
the questions and answers to form the
outline of a simple story. This story
the first and second reader children may
fill out, or, if possible, ' rite out from

BALDWIN.

these questions and an wers.
ample will here be given :

An ex-

The Foolish Mouse.

Who came to th e trap ? Little
mouse.
What was in the trap ?
Cheese. How did the cheese smell?
Very good.
Who could not tear
himself away from it? Little mouse.
What did he think he must do? Smell
of it. What did he touch it with ?
Nose. What happened ? Trap was
sprung . Who was caught ? Little
mouse.
Have this story written in complete
sentences ; also have the children tell
what lesson is to be learned from this.
2.
A skeleton stOIJ' filled out.
Place upon the board the principal
words in a story and have the children

~
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supply the words necessary to make the be some proverb or maxim from which
story complete.
they could draw a moral or lesson.
7. A transposed sentence.
Robin Red-Breast.
Give to the pupils of these same
Robin-winter-window- knock.
grades, a sentence consisting of severLet in-all winter-stayed. Spring
al elements and have the elements tran s-come. Robin-sad. Windowposed in as many ways as possible. At
open-Robin-fly away.
Autumn
each transposition, the sentence should
- Robin -return- mate- bring.
mean exactly the same as the original
Spring-set free. Every wintersentence. A good example of this kind
visit- repeat.
of work is, "The yellow sunflower by
Have the children tell this story in
the brook in autumn beauty stood".
full, and then have them write it care8. Nouns and verbs.
fully.
To this same grade of pupils give
3· A story reproduced.
four or five nouns, orfouror fiveverbs,
Read a story to the children and have and have other words supplied suitable
them reproduce it in their own language. to make a sentence. This will be an
The story given at the close of the arti - interesting exercise because no two pucle on "Busy \Vork", in the December pils need to have the same sente nce, or
number of THE STUDENT would answer express the same thought.
admirably for this purpose.
9· Poetry transcribed.
4· A story from a picture.
Place before the children some simple picture in which they are likely to
be interested.
Let them examine it
carefully and think about it for some
time, and then make up a story concerning the things r epresented in it.

5.

Object Lessons.
Give to the children in the pr imary
classes, or, perhaps to the whole school,
a lesson on corn, or sal t, or any other
thing with which they are already familiar. After havi ng the object lesson,
in the course of a few hours, or, perhaps a few days, have each child write
all he can remember about that lesson.
Let him tell more, if he knows more,
than what was given in the lesson.
6. Words arranged miscellaneously.
To the third, fourth, fi fth , and sixth
reader pupils give the words of a sentence miscellaneously arranged and let
them arrange the words properly to
make a sentence. The sentence should

Give to the same grade of pupils, a
stanza of descriptive poetry and have
them transcribe it into prose. They
should be careful not to draw upon
th eir imagination for anything, and, at·so, careful not to omit any idea given
in the stanza. After a few exercises of
this kind, read to them an entire poem,
descriptive in its nature, and have them
tell the story in prose. The story, of
course, should be written.
ro. A story enlarged.
Give to the pu pits of any grade, the
main points in a story and have them
imagine, or fill out, the points as fully
as they may desire. This exercise is
valuable in developing their constructive imagination.
What will h appen at Christmas.

W c buy a Christmas tree. We get
rosy apples. We get rich nuts. We
arrange presents. We light tapers.
We call the children. \Ne admire
th e gifts. We draw swo rds. vVe
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cloth e dolls. We look a t pictu res.
\Ve ki ss our p aren t s a nd fr iends . We
are a ll h appy.
H ave the children imagine other things
Let
in co nnection with this scene.
th em descri be how the tree will appear
and what each one will say and how joyful each one is.
A

~apanese

St ory.

A y o ung man w as o ut o n the ocean
in a boat fi s hi ng. He was invited by
th e god d ess of t h e sea to visit he r
hom e b en e ath the waves. He went,
and a ft e r spend ing three days, he
de s ired t o see his o ld fat h er and
moth e r. On parting from the godd ess, he g ave h im a g o lden casket
and a key, but b egged him never to
open th e cask e t. When he reached
hi s h ome he fo und eve rything changed. He could fi nd no trace of his
parents. He fou nd a n old woman
who re m e mb e red h aving heard the

name. At length he found th e g raves
of his parents and saw that t h ey had
been buried one hundred year s.
Thinking that three days coul d not
have made such a change,and t ha t he
must be under a spell, he reso lved to
open the casket. 1-< rom it a white
vapor arose. Under its infl ue nc e hi s
form lost its youth, his hair turn ed
gray, he fell to the ground, an d, in a
few moments, died of old age .
This story may be clevelope(l by more
advanced pupils. They should imagine
the appearance of the young man, and
even furnish his name. :rhey sho uld
tell how the goddes. looked, and ho w
she contrived to get the young man
down under the sea without his being
drowned. They .-honld. imagine how
the home of the goddess was, and describe every beautiful thing it would be
likely to contain. Then they sho uld
tell how the young man reached his
home, and of his search for his parents,
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(NOTE - Let te rs have been received asking for c0nfunn to the method." \Ve believe that in.
details o£ devices and methods of teaching reading. clividuality and genius, if you please, of both
It was not our intention, in the course of the e hrief teacher atHl pupil should be hampered as little as
article. , to <lo more than give a few practical possible hy set formulas. For these reasons we
hin ts and call attention to a few underlying prin- haYe me:1.nt to ·uggest just enough of detail to
c ip les.
In the development of our so called ·hm' the applicatinn of the principles inYolved .}
"method" we h ave tried to study, first, the narecapitulate briefly: given, a live
ture aml capacity of the child, and second, the
teacher, fully in sympathy with the
nature and characteristics of the branch to be
chihlren, willing anll able to come down
ta ugh t. O ur methods, if they are worth mnch,
to
their level, and be their friend; <riven
must con form to these qualities and characterisalso.
a class of six- ·ea r old boys and
tics. \\"e never had much sympathy with the
p rac tice, so common among educators, of ulock- girls. just such as can be gathered in a ny
ing out models for each particular line of work and average .\merican neighborhood-and
saying in effect to the teacher, " . . 'O\Y eyer~ thing
the problem is, how this zcalou-;, intelof thi s kin d, m ust be pu t into this uox, and evligent
teacher can mo:t easily anll natuery freak of orginality that manifests itstlf must
rally
teach
the ·e chilllren to read. I.
be crowded into this corner, so as to be made to
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The teacher must learn the scope and
character of the child's vocabulary.
This can be done by conversation and
will take some time. 2. She must so
establish friendly relations that the children will talk with perfect freedom. 3·
She must select a few words from the
pupil's talking vocabulary and change
them to print and script, and teach the
pupil to identify them as the words he
has used in his talking. This can best
be done by first selecting a familiar object and placing it before the learner.
During a brief and pointed conversation
about the object, print very clearly on
the board the name of the object; also
write it. Speaking of the object, call
attention to the word used and tell them
simply that what you have written and
printed is the same word, and that these
are used for reading and writing just as
the word, as they speak it, is used in
talking.
The words which do not recall ideas
except in their relations to others should
always be taught in phrases or sentences,
or at least in combination with other
words already known.
4· Almost immediately these words
must be combined so as to make statements, and then the pupil should be informed that he is reading.
5. He must now be encouraged to
find and recognize these words else'vhere.
6. Teach him to pronounce the
word s slowly, or sound them in order to
discover the different sounds of which
they are composed . Let thi s be followed until it becomes a habit with him ,
and soon he will be able to identify the
new words placed on the board or met
in the book without difficulty.

7.
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to get the thought before he attempts to
express it.
8. After a vocabulary of some two
hundred words has been fully mastereel, then much special attention shou ld
be given to writing; but do not stop to
teach the alphabet, because, as was
meant to be said in the first article on
this subject, it will "distract attention
and weaken intellectual activity.'' All
this should be done before any book has
been given the pupil.
The first book used shou ld be either
a primer containing main 1y the words
already taught, or a book like Webb's
New ·word Method. It is best not to
take a first rea(ler until after the fourth
month in school, and even then it need
not be used. The first reader shou ld
usually be completed at the enu of the
second year; this however depending
upon the reader used, and the work
done in preparing for the reader.
9· New words should be introduced
in convers;ation.
The pupil's understanding of the new word should be
tested both by having him use it in
conversation, and by writing brief statements. In all second)'ear work he shou ld
be taught to spell every word learned,
both by letter and by sound.
ro. The preliminary preparation on
the part of the teacl1er may be so readily inferred from the foregoing, that anything further on that subject seems superfluou~.

11. \Ve insert a few cautions which
may prove beneficial to young teachers .
(a) In the beginning work use objects
as much as possible, and teach such
words as a,t!te,anrl,offor,at,&c. , in con nection with other worcls.
(b) . "Have the child get the thought
by means of the written word ·, and not
In reading be sure that he is able by hearing the sentence read."
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(c) Let thought control expression.
(d) Do not permit children to drawl
their words. Teach them to use the
con.versational tone.
(e) Make great numbers of sentences
containing the words taught.
(f) Never permit a pupil to guess.
(g) Show by your zeal that you are
greatly in earnest.
(h) Use more than one book if possible, and make new lessons, using the
words already learned.
(i) It often happens that children
must first be taught to talk. Do not
neglect this part of the work.
In conducting formal reading lessons
in second, third, and fourth readers much
care should be taken to keep up the interest. The teacher who takes her pupils
tlzrouglz the book three or four times
each term is doing the children a great
injury. So likewise the teacher who
keeps her pupils on one lesson so long
that all interest is utterly lost. Enough
outside work must be used so that both
these extremes may be avoided.
As a rule, when pupils who have been
taught by the Vocabulary Method here
outlined, have gone through the book
once, they are ready to take another.
Every word has been thoroughly mastered and used not only in the lessons
of the book, but in conversation and in
language wo rk &c.

The necessity for going over the work
again and again does not exist.
The hum-drum monotony of the reading classes in some schools is a disgrace
to our profession, and the teacher who
has any regard for her calling will certainly make an effort to break the spell
and lead them to better things.
Even to-day almost every pupil in
the district school reads with a peculiar
tone that reveals the character of the
teaching (?) to which he has been subjected. Great effort should be made to
"break up" this bad habit, and prevent
the beginners from falling into it.
Dialogues and conversational reading
may be used with excellent results.
Original descriptions given orally, and
experiences or adventures related by
the pupils are of great adv:;mtage in
overcoming drawling and monotonous
reading.

.J

See that pupils get the thouglzt, and
soon the reading will be expressive and
attractive.
This article is altogether different
from the one we had in mind to write,
but to satisfy a demand for something
more in detail we have given this re~
capitulation of the principles and applications of the same hinted at in our·
first and second papers on this subject.
r

SOME LESSONS IN DRAWING.

VII.

Perspective Drawing.
G. W.

FERGUSON.

A T'VO-leafed screen makes a good

moctel, and may be constructed
thus: Ttake two pieces of pasteboard of
equal size, say ten by fifteen inches,and
hinge together as the covers of a book,

by sewing or pasting a bit of cloth over
the edges, or by taking one piece and
cutting it half through where -you want
the hinge, then it can be easily fold.ed
and forms a. hinge in itself.. -

THE TEACHER.
You have no new lines in this model,
only a combination of what you have
already had.
Stand the screen in an upright position on the table. (It ought to be at least
three times its largest dimension away
from you, so you can take it all in at
one glance without turning the head.)
Ask yourself these questions: what
kind of lines is the model composed of,
and in which direction do the receding
lines slope? You have straight lines
both vertical and horizontal, and if the
model is below the eye the receding
lines slope upward.
Place the back of the screen toward
you and right in front of you, draw a
vertical line of any length, and let it represent the hinge or central vertical line,
place your pencil on
the upper end of the
line, fix your eye on
the upper receding
line sloping toward
the right and, with-

y
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out looking at your paper, draw a line
parallel to it. Draw the line sloping
toward the left in a similar manner, also
the lower recedi ng lines.
Pay no attention to the length of these
lines at present as their slope is of first
importance. Following are four ways
by which to find the back corners. You
should try all of them.
First.- upp osi ng the five lines already
drawn as in the preceding cut, you
should place your pencil on the upper
end of the vertical line, and imagine a
line connecting it with the lower back
corner, thus formin g one of the diagonals of the leaf,and draw a line parallel
to the imaginary line, and where it cuts
the lower receding line is the back lower corner. Draw the diagonal of the
oppo ite side in a similar way, then

erect vertical lines from th ese poi nts until they cut the upper receding lines.
Draw in the order indicated by the figures.
To test the accuracy of your
drawing, you should in turn place } our
pencil on each corner and, keeping your
eye on the model, try to connect it with
the opposite corner.
This is, I think, the b est way of training the hand and eye
to work together, and
until thi s is accomplished you cannot
readily and satisfacto rily draw th e outlines
of any object.
Second.-Draw the five lines as in the
the first example, look
at the model and decide in your mind
where to place dots
on the receding lines
to represent the back
corners of the model. Place the dots
and connect with straight lines.
Thir I.-Supposing that the five lines
have been drawn as in the others; you
should now com pare the di stance, horizontally, between the fr ont anrl. back
line, with the length of front vertical: 1:; it
one-third, one- fonrth,
or wha t )arl of it?
Draw a li rh t horizotltal lin e, as ab, and,
se t off the req u i reel
rl.i . tance on it . and
through these points
draw vertical lines cutting upper and
lower lines.
Fourth. - Place six
dots, one for each
corner and then con ne ct with straight
lines.
You should sketch
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the ·model in every posi tion you can
get it in while upright on the table.

and find the back
corner by drawing
diagonal 5, and from
this point get slope
of 6. Place pencil on
lower corner and
draw 7 in order to get the length of
3, and from this point draw 8; the
dotted lines representing the unseen
lines.

Sketch it from memory.
Suppose you now make a small hole
in the center of the hinge, and place the
model on the standard that was used in
last lesson. It will now be as the roof
of a ho"t!!se. Turn it until you can see one
end of the model, and proceed in this
manner: Place a dot on yo ur paper,let
it represent the upper front corner, get
Sketch the model in different positions
slope of lines I 2 3 set off any length and test in any way the accuracy of
on no. z, draw line from this point your work.

THE CHRIST IN EDUCATION.
AMALIE HOFER.

D UCATION and religion have come
down the years, hand in hand,
each leading and assisting the other.
This mutual companionship has prevented the one from straying into the
byway of barren intellectuality, and
kept the other from drifting into sentim ental creedishness. The same principle underlying both has heretofore demanded the maintenance of an equilibrium. They have now come together
to an age which manifests conflicting
opinion s as to tl1e relalion of church to
school. From some comes a strong demand that the two move on independ ently of each other.
Othe rs make
most urgent appeals for non-sectarian
and non- religious schoo ls. The ch urch
mourn s the ascendency of an intellect
cultivation which weans her most potent
exponents from their religious leadings.
The public questions the use of the Bible in its school system, and the parochial sch ools demand freedom to inculcate Catholicism. C hurch and school
are being discussed as tw o opposing
factors, when heretofore they have held
equal fellowship in progress.

E

Every internal struggle precedes a
clearance of the old to make way for the
new, and history has taughtus to watch
through the night for the rising star.
We scan the cloudy sky and behold, a
rift of light breaks through the darkness.
A dawning promise has come with the
so-called "new education." Even now
it rises into full-orbed ascendency.
It would solve the problem in making
education truly Christian and religion
wholly educative.
Its mission is to
bring both together on a stronger, broader basis. It means to reach the two extremes such as poor fishermen of Galilee, who , ignorant of the learned mysteri es of the Sanhedrim, are yet able to
read the wonders of revelation ; and the
stern philosopher, who, searching for
Truth, has lost the child-mind which
alone can know wisdom.
Educational psychology recognizes an
All-Mind controlling and directing the
universe and man, and so establishes
itself on reli gious principle. Pe talozzi
accepted this basis, but builded higher,
taking the same idea of spiritual law on
into educational detail :-If mind guides
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and directs, he says, my teaching of
these children must be unto righteousness.
Friedrich Froebel took up the
same premise and demonstrated true
Christianity to be the only secnre abiding place for education. A pedagogue,
meaning one who '•lc:ads a child on,"
·implies that this onwardness must lead
toward an ever higher, better thought,
the ultimate of which must be man's
truest conception of divinity.
It is so frequently stated, the Kindergarten system as designed by Froebcl, is
based on broad, impersonal trnth, and
the educational world at large is reachinf{
out after it more eagerly each day. The
multitud e to-clay as of old follow after
the truth in its every form, and as of
old, Pharisees and Scribes cast stones
at its representa tives. :\fe.mwhile, that
divine impetus to progressive de,·elopment, like leaven in the meal, is daily
declaring God's presence to the human
family. This is that spiritual nature
which every man grants to each of his
fellow-men, and '' hich the little child
manifests in the strongest and most convincing degree. I ,earning to let the
leaven "·ork, t11is is education.
The activity of nature is this "working" unimpeded ancl nnresen cd. 'l he
same activity is in man and has called
out incessantly fnr release to come to its
full expression. The Chri:;t in man is
ever active and lead~ ~~im out nf the
bondage of passi,·ity into trllth and conviction. The passi,·ity of lluddha has
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in a century of centuries proven itself
uneducative, and only with the coming
of an active Christ has religious teaching been demonstr ab le. Education is
the expression of activity, is the form
of progression and includes all the steps
and e:-.periences that lead from the mere
child Jesus up to the stature of Christ 1
a'ttive and "about his Father's busi-ness."
\Vhen teachers ancl parents realize
this, they will again behold the child
grow, wax strong in spirit, filled with
wisdom, and the grace of God will be
upon him. Then will the ve ry presence
of the teacher or parent become the education, and there will be imparted to
those under their charge, that sweet
sense of security and con fillence and
snhstance which the babe feels in its
mother's arms.
1,ike a seer, Froebel has looked into
the futnre an(l pictured out the process
of true education. \ Ve know full well
the moral influence of the Kindergarten
and of cdncation, let us practice the
Christianity of it, and abide full of the
conviction that there is no other than
religious education.
1\ctuated by the true impulses of such
individual conviction both teachers and
parents will become, as Froebel says
t11cy should he, the representatives of
Truth and Christlikcness lo their chilclren, and establish to them the reality
of an e\·er pre-.,ent (~od.
K/ndagartcn Magazint.

E. l'.

llones of the I Ieacl.
In the head of an adult 22 we trace ~
8 are in the cranium, q. in the face :
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frontal, I occipital, parietal bones 2,
temporal,. I sphenoid, r ethmoid-that will do;.
The facial bones. are hard to name; the most in pairs you'll see,
Except the vomer-that is I, and maxillary, 3 ;
2 lachrymal, 2· palatal, 2 nasa1 bones between,
2 turbinated, ma1ar 2-which just makes up 14.
1

2

:Bones of the Trunk.
pinal column 26;. ribs 24;
Sternum, os hyoides-of each of them I more 1
Ossa innominata 2 ; and now I hope you'll find
These 54 bones in the trunk are also in your mind.
The Upper Extremities.
Clavicle or collar bone-this works like a charm !
Scapula, the shoulder-blade, and humerus, the arm;
The ulna and the radius from elbow down to wrist,
And there the 8 small carpal bones must none of them be
missed;
5 metcarpal bones are in the hand; and next are seen
The thumb and finger bones, which are phalanges, just 14.
The lower extremities.
The femur bone is in the thigh-the strongest bone of all;
Then the patella in the knee, triangular and small;
The tibia and fibula below the knee are found,
And then the 7 tarsal bones together tightly bound;
5 metatarsal form the foot; and then, within the toes
r 4 phalanges will be foundWith these the list you close.
Wide Awake.

Some General Hints on the Teaching of
5. At the close of a recitation have
Geography.
the pupils tell what has been brought

r.
Rely on maps and outlines, not
on the text- book.
2.
ssign the lesson by topics never
by pages.
3· Encourage pupils to ask questions and furnish examples within their
own experience of the subject under
consideration.
4· Let each pupil give in his own
language all the information he bas secured on the subject.

out during the lesson.
6. Emphasize all new facts and connect them with the subject of the lesson.
7· Insist that each pupil keep a notebook.
8. Talk as little during a lesson as
possible; let the subject be unfolded
and developed by the pupils.
9·

Make your questions and answers
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as you would in conversation; eschew
the lecture style of teaching.
Io. Have plenty of reference books,
use them freely, and encourage your
pupils to consult them.
I 1. Hold this always before
your
mind-you are to teach your pupils to
study a country in the light of its advantages as an abode for nzan.
I 2. Begin every lesson with a review
of the preceding lesson. Frequently
have this review a written exercise.
I3· Have progressive maps made, to
be filled in as the lessons proceed.
I4. Encourage individual work; assign subjects to different pupils to be
reported on at the next ~sson.
IS. Strive to inculcate in the minds
of your pupils a glowing pride in their
own country.
-Geograpltical Magazine.

6. Find out which would be the
more profitable, to buy the house in
which you live and pay interest at five
per cent. on the cost, together with repairs, taxes, insurance, etc.; or to rent
at present rates.
7. Try the experiment of ascertaining the height of a steeple by measuring the length of its shadow, and the
length of a stick or a post, the length of
which can be measured above ground.
8. Find how many cords of wood
can be piled in your wood shed.
9· Make a cubical box and calcu ~
late how much water it will hold. Verify your results by actual measurements,
with quart, pint, and gill measures.
Io. Count the crayons in the box
when full, and then determine how
many a similar box, measuring four
times as long, wide, and high will hold.

Practical Work in Arithmetic.

A man may succeed without a correct knowledge of arithmetic or grammar, but without morality all else will
fail.
Supt. W. M. H ouse., Walzpeton,N. D.

Find out the cost of a board walk
from the door to the street, by determining what the width and length of
the walk would be, and learning the
cost of the lumber per square foot.
2.
How many tons of ice can be
gathered from a pond near the school
room. Measure the pond, the thickness of the ice, and weigh a square foot
of it.
3· Find how many pupils are absent
from school, and tell what per cent. of
the entire school this is.
4· Write a time note, payable to the
order of some one, and endorse it in
blank.
I.

The children in the public schools
should be trained to know some things
contained in books and to know where
to find information in other books as
they wish to use it.
Supt.J. M. Greenwood,Kansas City.
One who is not fitted for and who
does not enjoy companionship with
children, who does not love them and
gain their love, has no place in a public school.
Andrew S. Draper, New York.

5· Ascertain, as nearly as you can,
what the cost of boarding and clothing
One of the very essential qualificaa school boy or girl will be, and calculate how much money must be placed tions of a teacher is the ability to make
on interest at five per cent. to meet her fingers talk as well as her tongue.
this expense.
Supt . .f. L. Holloway,Ft. Smitlt,Ark.
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TEACHING 7HE CHEMISTRY OF COOI(ING.

Remember that your real success as
a teacher depends upon your own industry, and your ability to cultivate
habits of attention and industry on the
part ?f the pupils. By this means the
true ends of education are secured,
self-control is engendered, power is ac-

quired, knowledge is gained, evils are
removed. Above all, character is establish ed, the highest aim and true object of all education.
A. H. Campbell, Plz. D., inJournal
of Educatio1Z.

PHYSICAL AND MORAL REASONS FOR TEACHING DIETETICS
AND THE CHEMISTRY OF COOKING.
HELEN

L. l\fANNING.

T is an encouraging sign of progress
that the subject of establishing a department of domestic science is being
agitated in connection with so me of the
agricultural colleges and universities of
the country. What is to hinder the institution at Valparaiso, with its twentyfive hundred students, from being among
the first to take practical advantage of
the discussion, and to exemplify what
can be done and how best to do it? You
are already in advance of many other
schools in the attention which you give
to physical culture, in excluding tobacco and in promulgating dress reform,
why not take a step ahead in this direction also ?
The body is built up and nourish ed
through the agency of food, and only
as this work is properly done, will its
right condition be insured. The importance then of thorough knowledge
of dietetics is manifest without many
words. Chemistry should be brought
into the kitchen that the nutritive p r operties of various foods may be understood, and also to determine the best
rnethoos of cooking them so as to retai n
the full amount of their nutritive ele
ments and, at the same time, fit them

I

for easy digestion. The properties of
the various food elements should be
mastered that we may know the part
played by each in the economy of the
vital organization and also for the further reason that true economy of expenditure may be exercised in the purchase
of material for the maintenance of a
family.
The students in our colleges and
schools to-day are the home-makers of
the near future. The health and prosperity of individuals and of nations depend upon the character of the homes.
Why then sh ould a matter of so much
importance as domestic science be entirely neglected, as it is, or left to be
acquired in a hap-hazard, imperfect way,
if any knowledge at all be gathered on
the subject? Young men and women
should be equipped for home-making
by wise instruction in everything which
relates to true and happy domestic
principles and relations. They should
know the laws of health and the laws of
heredity. They should be trained into
liking that which is good for them,
rather than to trust to the dictates of a
depraved or acquired taste · and they
shou ld not be left to assuming ignorant-
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ly, duties, the responsibility and magnitude of which they have but a dim
conception.
As to the effects upon the moral nature of perfect, natural nutrition in contrast to the effect of eating improper
food in inordinate quantities, permit
me to quote from a scientist who has
studied deeply into the subject and has
recently published his conclusions in a
way to arrest the attention of every
thoughtful reader. The little book is called ''The Supreme Passions of Man."
The author is Paul Paquin, M. D., late
Professor of Comparative Medicine and
Director of the Bacteriological Laboratory of the University of Missouri, and
at vresent Director of the Laboratory
of Hygiene in connection with the Battle Creek Sanitarium, Dr. J. H. K ellogg, whom your students must know
appreciatively through his lectures, and
published articles in ThE STUDENT, being the Superintendent of the same.
Dr. Paquin says:"The effect of natural nutrition, i.e.,
such food as an absolutely perfect community of cells requires for sustenance
in their natural fa culties, is a continual,
pleasant harmony in the respective functions of each set of cells composing each
and every organ. The result of this is
good health, mental equilibrium, morality, physical stren gth and endurance.
It means a body in which every organ
has de ires for the performance of on(y
suclz duties as nature, uninfluenced, demands, and to a degree only sufficient to
comply with natural laws. It means an
individual in whose development the
physical, moral and intellectual powers,
endurance, chastity and integrity may
reach the highest state of perfection .
"A human being supplied only with
plain but substantial food, - milk, breads,
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vegetables, a little meat, for instance, taking only the right proportions at
regular intervals daily, allowing sufficient time for effective mastication and
digestion, furnishes to the cells composing the body a ll the food they ne ed without intensifying or lowering their natu ral activities. Such a person is free
from the insatiable passions of the flesh
which almost continually prod the high
livers, great meat e aters aml 'moderate'
wine drinkers. The mind, whatever its
natural powers, is at least clear, well
balanced and in fair control of all the
facultie s. The cells of the various organs respond freely to the dictates of
the all -wise governing cells of the nervous system, and they perform their
respective duties well, without pain and
without abnormal friction.
''Get mankind once under a safe
system of nutrition based on science, a
system allowing foods only of such kinds,
qualities and quantities, and at such
times, as nature intends, fully seventyfive per cent. of the prevailing diseases
and crimes will disappear from the
globe, because the cause shall be no
more. It is for science to say ·wlziclt
substances are proper and wlticlz are not.
"Foods, then, play an important role
in the development of character, and
some have striking effects on the natural propensities and endowments.
"It is high time that science set to
work to provide our homes, schoolhouses and all educational centers with
literature setting forth more fully, clearly, and precisely than ordinary physiologies do, the laws operating in the
formation and uevelopmcnt of man's
body and traits. It is surely a c1uestion
for members of all· kinds of re formatory
and educational associations to study
cons ien tiously.

THE POPULATION OF TfiE EARTH.

(From Goldtltwaite's Geograpltical Magazine.)
FTER an interval of nine years the
A publication
of the ''Bevolkerung der
Erde" has been resumed by the wellknown geographical establishment of
Perthes of Gotha. This is the eighth
issue of this invaluable and authoritative publication. It covers 270 pages,
and is the one work that exhibits in detail the area and population of the earth
in all its divisions and subdivisions. It
is no mere indiscriminate collection of
statistics. The whole is systematically
arranged under the great divisions of the
globe. Every figure has been critically examined ; in all cases the sources of
the statistics are given : where there are
various figures, the value of each is discussed ; where there is no authoritative
census, the greatest pains have been
taken to obtain trustworthy estimates.
Equal care has been bestowed on the
calculation of areas, new measurements
of a large extent of the earth's surface
having been especially undertaken for
the work. Thus it will be seen that
Wagner and Supan's "Bevolkerung der
Erde" stands high above all other works
of a similar kind. The figures which it
gives may be taken as the nearest approximation to the truth obtainable.
For many countries that have no censuses Dr. Supan has undertaken special
investigations as to population : in this
way he has dealt with Africa, Turkey
in Europe and Asia, Arabia, China,
East Indian Islands, etc. Dr. Supan is
responsible for the sections dealing with
Africa, America, Australia, the Oceanic
Islands, and the Polar regions; all col-

onial statistics have fallen to his share,
while Professor Vvagner has looked after Europe and Asia.
The estimate reached in the present
issue of r8gr for the totalpopulation of
the earth is 1~486 millions, showing an
increase of 46 millions over the estimate for r88z 1 being at the rate of 5 34
millions per annum. This estimate is
three millions less than that of Levasseur in r886, partly due to the fact that
Levasseur took higher estimates of the
population of China and of Africa than
have agner and Supan. But as the
data for a very large area of the inhabited globe are to a considerable extent
based on guess work, it is no wonder
that estimates should differ, and that
we cannot be sure of the population of
the world to within so millions, possibly'
roo millions either way.
Among European countries Belgium
still exceeds all others in density of
population; the proportion is 530 persons to a square mile. Belgium is followed by Holland with 365 to the square
mile, and the United Kingdom with 312.
If we take England alone we find the
density to be close on 480 to the square
mile, still considerably below that of
Belgium. The density of Scotland is
only about one-fourth that of England,
while that of Ireland is one-third. The
most thinly populated countries in Europe are Norway and Finland, which
have only r6 people to the square mile.
Turkey occupies considerable space in
the new issue, the statistics of the area
and population of the various divisions
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and sub-divisions of Turkey in Europe,
Asia, and Africa, and of her tributary
States being give n in minute detail, with
copious references to authorities.
There is an elaborate discussion on
the subje.ct of the population of China
proper (the I8 provinces), which at one
time was greatly exaggerated, some authorities making it out to be 5oo millIons. After careful examination of all
available data, Drs. Wagner and Supan
are inclined to estimate the total population for China proper at only 350 millions in round numbers.
Including
Manchuria, Mongolia, Kansu, and Tibet, the total population of the Chinese
Empire is given as 36I,5oo,ooo, living
on an area of 4,674,420 square miles.
As might have been expected, considerable space is devoted to Africa, with.
the result that the population has been
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reduced to I64 millions, whereas a few
years ago the common estimate was 220
millions.
The following table gives the area
and population of the great divisions of
the earth's surface according to the
latest data:Sq. Miles. Population.

To I
sq
mile

-Europe {r) . . . ..
Asia (2) ..... ..
Afri ca (3) .....
Am e rica (4) . ..
Australia (5) ...
Oceanic Island s
Polar R egions.

3,756,86o
17,530, 686
I I,277,3 64
I4,80r ,402
2,991,442
733,120
I ,730,8IO

357.379,000
825,954,000
163,953 ,ooo
121,713,000
3,230,000
7,420,000
80,400

94
47
14
8
I
10
-

--

T otal . . ... 52,821,684 I ,479• 729,400
I
-(r) Without Iceland, Nova Zembla, Atlantic
Islands, etc. (2) Without Arctic I slands. (3)
Withotft Madagascar, etc. (4) Without Arctic
Regions. (5) The Continent and Tasmania.
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THE CHAUTAUQUAN "COURSE."

A_ person may enter

upon the course
for one year or for four years. It need
not be said that no great result can be
expected unless a reader is willing to
make the experiment for at least a year.
vVe can best illustrate what the course
is by speaking of the present year, I 89 I92. This happens to be the American
year, which comes around in four years.
Next year will be the Greek year, I89394 will be the Latin year, and I894- 95
will be the English year. By this is
meant that th e historical and litera ry
part of the readin g in these four years
will be devoted to America, to ancient
and modern Greece and the literature
connected with Greece, to ancient and
modern Rome and Roman literature,
and then to the history and literature of

England. '\Ve give these names to the
years because so much of the reading is
dominated by those general subdivisions. But in each year, besides those,
there is a scientific subject assigned,as
botany, geology, zoology, or chemistry;
and for each year there are certain
studies, which may be called miscellaneous, which involve in th'e four yea rs a
survey of the lite~atur e of Germany and
France.
To take this year for an example : the
Chautauquan reader this year will be
instructed to procure at the beginning
of the year several books, and to su b scribe for the Chautauquan monthly
magazine. The cost of these books, it
may be said in passing, is seven dollars.
This is the annual charge for each reader

THE CHAUTAUQUAN COURSE.
in the course who means to own all the er is taught to keep in touch with other
books. These books are: Montgom- readers, and with the members of the
ery's "Leading Facts in American His- governing board and those persons who
tory"; an abridgment by Mr. Bryce of might be called professors in the syshis "American Commonwealth"; "Ini- tern. A series of books for collateral
tial · Studies in ~ merican Letters" by reading is in all cases suggested, and
Prof. Beers, of New Haven; a "Study of the public libraries of the country have
the Constitution of the United States", long since been in touch with Chantauby Prof. F. N. Thorpe; a "Condensed qua~ and know what its readers in a
Review of German Literature", with given year are seeking.
translations of the more important
Arrangements are made for meetings,
poems, edited by Dr. \Villiam C. Wil- partly festive and partly instructive,
kinson; a little book on Hinduism and of the persons interested, at different
Mohammedanism, and T!te Chautau- centres in the several States, so that
qLtan. In The Lltautauquan will be con- every summer more than sixty "local
tained the reading on subjects of science assemblies," as they are called, are held.
which is prescribed, and a series of arti- And at Lake Chautauqua, a charming
cles on American literature and history, watering-place in the highlands of westwhich are written expressly for the Chau- ern New York, a great annual assembly
tauquan readers. Indeed, it should be calls together thousands of the persons
observed that the text-books, almost interested in this great system,and prowithout exception, have been prepared vides, for many weeks, a series of leeby competent persons for the special tures and other instruction for their
purpose of the course.
benefit.
\Vho are these readers? They are
A very natural arrangement brings together in villages the people who have people of all ages and conditions, from
determined to read in this course in any boys of sixteen to men of eighty, who
given year. Such a body of people is want to read systematically, and to excalled a Chautauqua Circle ; and, as in tend the information gained in the averall study, the co-operation of such persons age "district school." No one should
is a very great advantage to each. But · enter the Chautauquan course who canthere are thousands of separate readers. not average eight hours a week of reading.
Fishermen read in their boats on the It is better to give ten to it-say five
banks; miners read in their cabins in hundred hours a year. All the arrangethe mountain;; prisoners read in their ments of the system frown on endeavors
cells; lonely station-fna ters read when to "cram," or to read a great deal in
they are waiting for trains; and familie one week and nothing in another. He
read, after the tea-table has been clear- is the best Chautauquan reader who
ed away, in the cozines of the comfort- reads an hour and a quarter or an hour
able kitchen. As has been said, every and a half every day of the seven.
reader who ha a question to ask may Re1.1 . E. E. Hale in R e·view of Reziiezos.
ask it at the central office. Every read-

TRE PL.!lTFORJJf.
THE \VHISTLING REGIMENT.

J.

C.

HARVEY.

HEN the North and South had parted, aml the boom of the signal gun
Had wakened the Northern heroes, for the great deeds to be done,
\Vh en the nation's cry for soldiers had echoed o'er hill and dale,
\Vhen hot youth flushed with courage, while the mother's cheeks turned pale,
In the woods of old New England, as the day sank clown the west,
A loved one stood beside me, her brown head on my breast.
From the earliest hours of childh ood our paths had been as one,
Her heart was in my keeping, though I knew not when 'twas won;
\Ve had learn ed to love each other, in a half unspoken way,
But it ripened to full completeness when the parting came that day.
Not a tear in the eyes of azure, but a deep and fervent prayer,
That seerned to say : "God bless you, and guard you, everywhere."
At the call for volunteers, her face was like drifted snow;
She read in my eyes a question and her loyal heart said, "Go."
As the roll of the drums drew nearer, through the leaves of the rustling trees,*
The strains of Annie Laurie were borne to us on the breeze.
Then I drew her pale face nearer and said : '-Brave heart and true,
Your tender love and prayers shall bring me back to you."
And I called her my Annie Laurie and '''hispered to her that I
For her sweet sake was willing-to lay me down and die.
And I said: "Through the days of danger, that little song shall be
Like a pass word from this hillside, to bring your love to me. "t
Oh! many a time, at nightfall, in the very shades of death,
\Vhen the picket lines were pacing their rounds with bated breath,*
The lips of strong men trembled and brave breasts heaved a sigh,
\Yhen some one whistled softly ; " I'd lay me down and die. "t
The tender little ballad our watch-word soon became
And in place of Annie Laurie, each had a loved one's name.
In the very front of battle, where the bullets thickest fly,*
The boys from old New England oft-times went rushing by,
~ \.ncl the rebel lines before us gave way where'er '"·e went,
For the gray coats fled in terror, from the "whistling regiment."
Amidst the roar of the cannon, and the shriek of the shells on high,
You could hear the brave boys whistling: "I'd lay me down and die. "t
But, .\las~ Though truth is mighty and right will, at last, prevail,
There are times when the be t and bravest, by the wrong outnumb ered, fail ;
And thus, one day, in a skirmish, but a half-hour's fight at most,
A score of the whistling soldiers were caught by the rebel host.
\Yith hands tied fast behind us, "e were dragged to a prison pen,
Where hollow-eyed and starving, lay a thousand loyal men.
No roof but the \'ault of Heaven, no bed save the beaten sod,
Shut in from the world around us, lJy a wall where the sentries trod,
For a time, our Annie Laurie brought cheer lo that prison pen;
A hope to the hearts of the living; a smile to the dying men.
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But the spark of Hope burned dimly, when each day's setting sun
Dropped the pall of night o'er a comrade, whose sands of life were run.
One night, in a di mal corner, where the shadows darkest fell,
We huddled close together, to hear a soldier tell
The tales of dear New England and of loved ones waiting there,
'Vh~n, Hark! a soft, low whistle, pierced through the heavy air,*
And the strain wa Annie Laurie. Each caught the other's eye,
And with trembling lips we answered : "I'd lay me down and die . "
From the earth, near the wall behind us, a hand came struggling through
With a crumpled bit of paper for the captive boys in blue.
And the name ! My God ! 'Twas Annie, my Annie, true and brave,
From the hills of old New England she had followed me to save.
"Not a word or a sign, but follow, where'er you may be led.
Bring four of your comrades with you," was all that the writing said.
Only eight were left of the twenty and lots were quickly thrown,
Then our trembling fingers widened the space where the hand had shown.
With a stealthy glance at the sentries, the prisoners gathered round,
And the five whom fate had chosen stole silent underground,
On, on, through the damp earth creeping, we followed our dusky guide,
Till under a bank o'erhanging, we came to the river side :
"Straight over," a low voice whispered, "where you see yon beacon light. "
And ere we could say: "God bless you," he vanished into the night.
Through the fog and damp of the river, when the moon was hid from sight,
With a fond, old, faithful negro, brave Annie had crossed each night j
And the long, dark, narrow passage had grown till we heard close by
The notes of the dear old pass-word : "I'd lay me down and die ."
With oar-locks muffled and silent, we pushed out into the stream,
When a shot rang out on the stillness. We could see by the musket gleam,
A single sentry firing, but the balls passed harmless by,
For the stars had hid their faces and clouds swept o'er the sky.
0 God ! How that beacon burning, brought joy to my heart, that night,*
For I knew whose hand had kindled that fire to guide our flight.
The new-born hope of freedom filled every arm with strength,
And we pulled at the oars like giants till the shore was reached at length.
We sprang from the skiff, half fainting, once more in the land of the free,
And the lips of my love were waiting to welcome and comfort me.
In my wasted arms I held her, whi le the weary boys close by
Breathed low, "For Annie Laurie, I'd lay me down and die. "t

t

NOTE S:- SCIE .N'TIFIU .!lND OTHERWI SE.

By examination of the spectrum of a
flash of lightning \V. E. vVoou of ·washington has recently discovered the presence of sodium, the chief constituent of
common salt, in the atmosphere. It is
probably from the meteoric dust that

constantly reaches the earth from the
inter-planetary spaces.
The great dome of the arlministration
building, which will be the most conspicuous architectural feature of the

NOTES.·-SCIENTIFIC AND OTHERWISE.
World's Exposition, and the four smaller
domes, will be covered with aluminum
bronze, a newly discovered amalgam,
which is said to glisten brighter than
gold. The contract for gilding the
domes has been let for $54,ooo.
"Electricity," says Edison, is properly merely a form of energy, and not
fluid. As for the ether which speculative science supposes to exist, I don't
know anything about it. Nobody has
discovered anything of the kind. In
order to make their th eo ries hold together, they hav e, it seems to me, created
the ether. But the ether imagined by
them is unthinkable to me. I don't say
I disagree with them, because I don't
pretend to have any theories of that kind
and am not competent to dispute with
speculative scientists. All I can say is,
my mind is unable to accept the theory.
The ether, they say, is as rigid as steel and
as soft as butter. I can't catch on to
that idea."
At a meeting of the Committee on
Electricity, Electrical and Pneumatic
Appliances, of the World's Columbian
Exposition, the foll owing names were decided upon as those of eminent electricians, not n ow livin g, to be placed over
the Electricity building at the Exposition, namely:
Franklin,
Galvani,
Ampere,
Faraday,
Ohm,
Sturgeon,
Morse,
Siemens,
Davy,
olta,
Henry,
Oersted,
Coulomb,
Ronald,

Page,
Weber,
Gilbert,
Davenport,
Soemmering,
Don Silva,
Arago,
Daniell,
Jacobi,
\Vheat tone,
Gauss,
Vail,
Bain,
Pe la Rive,

Joule,
aussure,
Cooke,
Varley,
Steinheil ,
Guericke,
La Place,
Channing,
Priestley,
Maxwell,
Coke,
Thales,
Cavendish.

In November a party connected with
the Department of Ethnology, of the
World's Fair, unearthed, near Chillicothe, Ohio, at a depth of fourteen feet,
the massive skeleton of a man incased in
copper armor. The head was covered
by an oval-shaped copper cap; the jaws
had copper mouldings; the arms were
dressed in copper, while copper plates
covered the chest and stomach, and on
each side of the head, on protruding
sticks, were wooden antlers ornamented
with copper. The mouth was stuffed
with genuine pearls of immense size, but
much decayed. Around the neck was
a necklace of bear's teeth, set with
pearls. At the side of this skeleton was
a female skeleton, the two being supposed to b e those of man and wife. It is estimated that the bodies were buried fully
6oo years ago. The excavators beli eve
they have at last found the king of the
mound builders.
Diamonds in Meteors.

A remarkable meteor, found in Arizona, was described by Prof. A. E.
Foote, in the Geological Section of the
American Association.
It was extraordinarily hard, so that a number of
chisels were destroyed in cutting it, and
the emery wheel used in polishing it was
ruined. Cavities were reached in cutting it, which were found to contain diamonds, small and black, and of little commercial value, but of the greatest min eralogical inter st. Granules of amorphous carbon were found within the cavity, in which a minute white cliamoncl
was revealed by treatment with acid.
The general mass of the stone contained
three per cent. of nickel.
Diamonds
were previously observed in a meteorite
by two Ru sian mineralogist in r887.

Pop. Sci. Montlz.

NOTES.·-SCIENTIFIC AND OTHERWISE.
The Glacial Period.

The earth was once a ball of fire.

drawn as to the nature of the substances

As which the comet contains.
Sometimes a comet bas a long, straight
tail pointing directly away from the sun,
and almost at a right angle to the path
in which the comet travels when it is
near the sun. Such tails are believed
to be compos.e d of hydrogen which, on
account of the lightness of its molecules,
would be driven off by the repulsive
force with great velocity.
Other comets have splendid swordshaped or sc1metar-shaped tails, bending gradually backward on the side
away from the sun. It is inferred that
the particles composing such tails are
driven off with a smaller relative velocity, as would be the case if they were
the molecules of Garbon combined with
hydrogen. Many combinations of carbon and hydrogen are known to chemists, so that the constitution of such
comets presents, in some respects, a
likeness to things familiar to us upon
the earth.
Still other comets ba ve short, bushy
tails bending sharply backward from
the direction of the comets' motion.
These tails, it is thought, may be composed of the molecules of iron. Probability is lent to this view by the fact
that meteorites are largely composed of
iron, and there is an undoubted connection betw·een meteors and comets.
A few years ago a comet appeared
whose tail presented such a peculiar curvature that it seemed to be composed
The Tails of Comets.
of particles heavier than the molecules
• The tails of comets are evidently com- of iron, and it was suggested that, in this
posed of finely divided matter driven case, gold was the element concerned.
off from the bodies of the comets, per- A golden visitor from the mysterious
haps by the effects of evaporation or of realms of space, shining for a short time
electrical repulsion, as they approach in our skies while it paid its respects to
the sun. From the kind of curve that the sun!
Quite recently a new line of inquiry
the tail describes inferences have been

it began to cool, a crust formed, and
the air around the earth began to be
cooled. This caused the aqueous vapor i'n the air to form water. But the
internal heat of the planet was still intense,ancl an immense radiation of heat
and a corresponding condensation of
vapor arising from the seas went on constantly. Solar heat had not yet penetrated the cold atmosphere between the
sun and the earth. As the heat of the
earth decreased, the condensation of vapor surrounding the earth as fog and
cloud increased, until layer after layer
of condensed vapor surrounded the
planet. Successive ice shells were formed, and as the earth grew colder these
ice shells came nearer and finally
shrunk clown to it. Then the glacial
period was on the earth.
But the
heat of the planet now ceasing to affect
its crust, there was no more vaporizing
going on. All was ice and snow; the
mists and vapors were cleared away.
Then the sun had a good chance, and it
was not long before his rays pierced
through the ether to the ice-bound earth.
The ice began to melt, and the glacial
period began to decline. When it was
over, the earth's crust had passed under
the influence of solar heat, and the seasons began.
M. Manson, before tlze
Teclznical Society of the Pacific Coast.

NOTES.·-SCIENTIFIC AND 0 7 HERWISE.
into the nature of comets has been pointed out by Mr. Barnard, of the Lick Observatory . He has called attention to
the fact that comets of ·short periodthat is those which travel in comparatively short orbits, and appear again and
again in the neighborhood of the sun
after only a few years' absence-bear
a striking resemblance to one another,
and differ in appearance from other
comets.
They are large, round and diffuse,
becoming very gradually brighter in the
middle but possessing no decided nucleus, and they have no tails. Recently
upon the appearance of a previously unknown comet which possessed these
peculiarities he predicted that it would
prove to be a comet of short period, and
so it has turned out.
Comets are subjected to forces that
gradually scatter their substance as they
swing time after time around the sun,
and in this way they are eventually
changed into swarms of meteors. The
peculiar appearance noted by Mr. Barnard in short-period c omet may simply
arise from the gradual disintegration of
those bodies, which, in the course of
ages, may disappear and never again be
seen by man, unless perchance a meteoric fragment that once formed part of
their substance shou ld encounter the
earth, and fall upon its surface.
Youlll' s Companion.
The Monkey Language.

1 he results of experiments in the language of monkeys have recently been
publishe(l by Prof. Garner. Most of
them were made in the cnited tates.
He had long believed he say , that each
sound uttered by an animal had a meaning which any other animal of the same
kind would interpret at once; and had
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observed, as most of us have done, that
animals soon learn to interpret certain
words of man and to obey them, but
nev~r try to repeat them.
When they
reply to man it is in their own peculiar
speech . The author began his studies
by visiting the zoological gardens of
the United States and watching and
listening to the monkeys in their prattle.
By permission of Dr. Frank Baker, of
the National Zoological Garden, two
monkeys which had been caged together
were separated and placed in different
rooms . A phonograph was arranged
near the cage of the female, into which
she was made to speak. It was then
made to repeat her "words" near the
cage of the male. His surprise and perplexity were evident. He traced the
sounds to the horn from which they
came, and, failing to find his mate, he
thrust his hand and arm into the horn
quite up to the shoulder, withdrew it,
and peeped into the horn again and
again. He would then retreat and again
cautiously approach the horn, which he
examined with evident interest. The expressions of his face were indeed a
study. Thi s satisfied Prof. Garner that
the monkey recognized the sounds as
those of his mate. He then managed to
get some so unds from him whicl1 the
mate in her turn recognized. The next
recorded interviews were with two chimpanzees, from which a fine, distinct reconl was secured, and with a capuchin
monkey in tl1e Cincinnati garden. The
au thor spoke to the monkey in his own
tongue, using the word supposed to stand
for milk. The monkey " rose, answered me with the same word, and carne at
once to the front of his cage. He looked at me as if in doubt, and I repeated
the word; he did the same, and turned
at once to a small pan in the cage, \vhi~
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he picked up and placed near the door
at the side, and returned to me and uttered the word again. I asked the keeper for some milk, which he did not have,
however, but brought me some water.
The efforts of my little simian friend to
secure the glass were very earnest, and
the pleading manner and tone assured
me of his extreme thirst.
I allowed
him to dip his hand into the glass, and
he would suck his fingers and reach
again. I kept the glass from reach of
his hand, and he would repeat the sound
and beg for more. I was thus convinced that the word I had translated milk
must also mean water, and from this and
other tests I at last determined that it
meant also drink and probably thirst.

I have never seen a capuchin who did
not ·use these two words. The sounds
are very soft and not unlike a flute, very
difficult to imitate, and quite impossible
to write." Other sounds were detected
for solid food or the hunger for it,
pain and sickness, and for alarm. On
the utterance of the last, the monkey
sprang to the highest point in his cage,
and on repetitions of it became almost
frantic with dread-so that the sound
for food would for the time have no inducements for him. These sounds Prof.
Garner regards as the constituents of a
monkey language which has a variety
of dialects, according to the species
addressed.
Pop. Sci. Month.

QUESTIONS AND A.N.SWERS.
(Conducted by Our Readers.)

I. Sold sugar at 2 Yz% commission
and after deducting my commis ion invested the remainder in flour at 1 ;1
commlSSlOn. vVhat did I get for the
sugar if I bought flour to the amount of
$rz6.75?
J. E.
2. Can an alien vote in the state of
Indiana? Explain.
A. M.
J. WhatgavePericleshisglory? ld.
4· How is the index of refraction of
a glas prism determined?
I d.
5· a. In describing land what is meant
by base line? By principal meridian?
b. From what principal meridian is the
land about Fifer, Ill., surveyed?
E. A. W.
6. Give a full explanation of inverting the divisor in division of fractions.

F.H.S.

7· Give a list of 12 or more grammars with their authors,publishers,and
prices.
ld.
8. If exercises for the development
of the chest are used in the school-room,
for the benefit of the whole school
what is the best time in the day for
their use? Refer to, or give, some exercises that might be used. Wm. C. G.
9· What books would it be advisable
for children of the fourth reader grade
to read, the children being of German
parentage?
ld.
IO. vVhy does the moon appear so
much further north in December than
in June?
I I. 'Vhat is a ' Pocket
eto ?"
Flickinger.
/"2. 'Vhen and on what occasion did

QUESTIONS AN.D ANSWERS.
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the emnity between Jackson and Cal- other apparatu.s ; simply the vigorous
houn begin ?
I d. and systematic exercise of the various
.13. vVho is called the Father of Cheap members of the body .
Postage?
I d.
9· Children of foreign parentage
I4. Given sx+r+zsx= r6zso; find x.
should read such books as will most
I d.
truly Americanize them. For children
in the fourth reader grade, Henrietta
ANSWERS.
C. 'Vright's "Stories in American HisJ. a. The public lands of the United tory," "Stories in American Progress,"
States are primarily divided into town- ''Stories of the Great Scientists," and
ships, 6 miles square, with boundaries
"Stories of English Literature," al! pubconforming to the cardinal points. A
lished by Chas. Scribner's Sons, would
row of townships extending north and prove interesting and instructive. "The
south constitutes a range, and ranges Arabian Nights," edited by Edward E.
are numbered east an<i we t from a true Hale, and published by Ginn c- Co.;
meridian, established astronomically, "Tales of a Grandfather," by Sir. ·w alcalled the principal meridian. Town- ter Scott, and abridged and edited by
ships are numbered north and south Edwin Ginn; "Benjamin Franklin's
from a line intersecting the principal Life," published by Ginn & Co.; "The
meridian at right angles, called the base Lady of the Lake," by Sir ·w alter Scott,
line. This, of course, runs east and and edited and furnished with a map of
west.
the Scottish Lake region, by Edwin
b. From the third principal meridian Ginn; ''Little Men," by Louisa Alcott,
which runs through the western part of published by Roberts Brothers ;Abbott's
Me Lean County.
Histories of celebrated persons; such
8. Probably the best time for exer- as "Peter the Great," "Julius Caesar,"
cises of such a nature is when the chil- &c., published by Harper & Brothers;
dren are fresh and strong,say just after "Boys' and Girls' Library of American
the school opens in the morning; or just Biography," in separate volumes, pubbefore dismissal at noon.
lished by G. P. Putnam's Sons; Knox's
The exercises best calculated for chest "Boy Travelers," i-n several volumes,
development are deep-breathihg exer- published by Harper & Brothers, would
cises ; also free gymnastics of arms, all prove delightful and valuable readhands, head, and chest.
ing for boy and girls in the grade menBy free gymnastics is meant those not tioned.
requiring the use of dumb-bells or

SIGMA PI MATHEMATICAL .!lSSOCIATION.

J. L. Tousey, a Sci en ti fie of '9 r and
a faithful member of the Association, is
meeting with success as a teacher at
Monroeville, Ind.
Ex-President E. F. O'Riordan is principal of the public schools of Willcox,
Arizona. He is pleased with his position and is meeting with unbounded success. Mr. O'Riordan is in perfect
sympathy with the Association, and is
one of those who is always ready to do
what he can for its advancement.
The Association has purchased a
number of Todhunter's Algebras which
it will sell to the meQ1bers at cost. Any
one wishing a copy can procure the
same for $r. 65 and postage, by addressing M. C. Landis, Valparaiso, Ind.
QUERIES .

30. I have a garden in the form of an equi-

•

lateral triangle ; the sides being 200 feet. At
the vertices are three towers, 30, 40, and 50 feet
high, respectively. At what point in the garden
may a ladder be placed so that without moving its
base, it will reach the top of each tower; and
what is the length of the ladder? C . M. Kenny.
31. A, B,and C purchased a grindstone 2
feet in diameter,and agreed to use it until it was
worn to 8 inches in diameter. E ach was to use
it until his portion was worn off. What was the
winth of each one's share?
Jil.
32. A bought 100 sheep for $roo; of B he
bought a few and of C he bought a few more.
A paid to C (C making an allowance to A of 2 cents
on account of being unable to make the exact
change)1k 50 more than he paid to B. Of D he
bought enough sheep to fill out his purchase of 100
head. If each of C's sheep had cost 17 cents more
then A could have got four of D's sheep for one
of C's. How many sheep did A buy of B, C and

D,and at what price? No fractional cents are
allowed in the figuring.
C. H. Me Cann.
33. If I2 oxen eat 3 ~ acres of grass in 4 weeks
and 2 r oxen eat 10 acres in 9 weeks, how many
oxen will eat 24 acres in IS weeks, the grass
being at first equal on every acre and growing
equally?
A. J. T.
34. A man had a circular piece of ground roo
feet in diameter. He wished to raise the ground
I foot high and wanted to get the dirt by digging
a ditch around the outside of the strip of land,
the ditch to be of equal width and depth. Find
the width and depth of the ditch.
w. P. J.
35. Three circle'> who<;e radii are A, B and C
respectively,are exteriorly tangent to each other.
What is the area of a circle enclosed by and tangent to the given circles ?
A. J. A.

ANSWERS.

24. Let ABC represent the tree ; A being the
stump, B the point of breaking and C the point
where the top strikes the side of the bill. Let
AE represent the perpendicular from the stump
to the part broken off. Then, AE = 20 and AC
= 35· Let AB= x ; BE= y; and EC= z.
Then 1. x 2 - y 2 = 2oz
2. z 2=3S2 - 2o2
3·
4·
5·
6.

x + y+ z= roo

z= v ~25 =28. 723
(3 - 4)· x+ Y= 7I.277
(I + S)· x-y= ,t~~0n=S .612
7· (S - 6). 2y= 6s.66s
8. Y= 32 832
9· y + z= 61.555, part broken off. D. D. F.
27. Let x= no. of feet Ist man gets.
Then,Iooo- x= " " " znd "
soo
- - = price per foot the rst man pays.
X

soo

- - - -== ''
IOOO- X
soo
soo
I. - - - -

" '· 2nd

---

3 1000- X
2. x2 - 4000x = -I$00000
X

"
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3· x 2 -4ooox+2ooo 2 = - I50oooo+4oooooo=
2500000
4· X-2000= ±1581.135
5· x= 418.865, no. of feet rst man gets.
6 . IOOO-x= 58I. 135, no of feet 2nd man gets.
500
7. - ---:- = I. 19, price per foot 1st man pays.
418 .865
500
8. - - - = .86,
2nd "
581.135
Chas. N. Dome.
29. Let ADI be the globe roo feet in diameter
resting on the pole IH roo feet high and let DB
be the man 6 feet high. To find the area of the
circle with XZ as its diamettr.

Draw BZ tangent to the circle at A. Draw
the radius OA, also draw CA perpendicular to
OB at C.
1. Then, BA2= 0B2 - ACJ2
2. LetS=~ (OA+AB + BO)
2

3· Then, CA=- -VS(S-AU)(S- AB)(S - BO)
OB
4· C0 2 =A0 2 -CA 2
5. CO=V' A02-l'A 2
6. CB=OB-CO
7· Triangles CAB and BIIZ are similar.
8 . . ·. CB:BH::CA:liZ
(IIB)(CA)
9· H Z = - - -CB
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10 .. ·.Area of circle=3· 14161

(HB)(CA~ (

2

CB
~
11. Substituting, we find BA=25.22,CA=,z2.52,
CB=1 1.36 and HZ=408.373
12. Area of circle=l2 A., 4sq. rd., 12 sq. yd.,
2.94 sq. ft.
Andrew Martin.

PROGRAMMES.
As some of the parties were unable to find sufficient material to write essays on the subjects assigned them, the Association has concluded to
purcha!"e books containing these subjects, which
will be sent to the parties and returned at the
Association's expense. Thus some of the subjects
\\ h ich have been given before will be repeated.

32. Jan. 2.
Binomial Theorem. Positive Integral Exponent,
Carrie Mills.
Exs. 2, 4, 6, 9, I 1, 12, 14, 16, I 7 and 20, Pages
306- 7.
33· Jan. 16.
Binomial Theorem. Any Exponent, L. M. Troup.
Exs. 2, 4, 12, 16, 18, 24, 26, 31, 33 and 35,
Pages 321 - 2.
History of the Platonic School,
C. M .Jansky.
34· Jan. 30.
Binomial Theorem. Any Exponent,M.C.Landis.
Exs. 36-45, inclusive,
Page 323.
History of the Sceptic School,
H. S. Ward.
35· Feb. 13.
The Multinomial Theorem,
T. G. Rodgers.
Exs 2, 8, 14, 24, 28, 31, 35, 39 and 40, Pages
328-29-30.
History of the Cynic School, E. F. O'Riordan.
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Public School Finances.

Some curious and interesting information is given in Census Bulletins Nos.
54, 98, and 141, which contain statistics of the public school finances of 3 r
states and territories, Indiana not being
included. Tabulated statements exhibit

the number of pupils enrolled, the total
and per capita cost of teachers' wages
and miscellaneous expenditures for each
pupil, and the amount and per capita of
the total expenditures.
There is, it appears, a great difference in the annual cost of educating pu-

•
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pils in the different states· :- thus, in
Alabama the total e~penditure per pu:pil
is $r. 85; in Tenne:ssee, $J. 28·; in Illi~
nois·, $·:q . 5o>; in Michigan, $12 .7 5; i-n
Minne~ota, $r4.3'I; in Ohio, $I3··49i in
Massachusetts, $22 .30. The cost per
capita of population in the same states
is, Alabama $o. 3 7; Tennessee, $o. 84;
Illinois, $2.95; Michigan, $2 . 6o; Minnesota, $3.ro; Ohio, $2 .93; and Mass.
$3 . 7°·
The relatively greater expenditures of
the western states is noticeable and is
attributed to the higher wages paid
teachers, and the larger amounts paid
for the construction of school buildings.
Whittier."

The recent celebration of the Quaker
poet's eighty-third birth-day, is worthy
of more than the mere notice that can
be given it here. For, while he may
not have written any thing pitched in
quite so high a key as Lowell's odes,
yet he has written some things that will
have a permanent place in English literature. Indeed, he has written some
things which THE STUDENT believes to
be of a loftier inspiration than any thing
else in American literature; things containing, perhaps, less of the trumpet
tones of Lowell's odes, but more of that
''still small voice" which the prophet
heard on the mountain, when the earthquake and storm had gone by. It is
customary to refer to Maud Muller and
Snow-Bound as "Whittier's characteristic poems; yet they are not what really
show the poet, the creator, as the word
means. Snow- Bound undoubtedly is a
beautiful picture of domestic life in New
England, as it was three-quarters of a
century ago, and contains many• of those
little touches that are so characteristic
of the poet. Still, it is in such poems

as The Grave by the Lake, My P'rayer,
The Eternal Goodness, that we must
look to find the real character of his inspiration.
In his early anti-slavery
poems, his heart, as Lowell said of him,
beats like a trip -hammer; but in the
poems named there is something far
higher and serener in its strength. The
Grave by the Lake was criticised at first
as being rather- heterodox in some of its
thoughts, but the thoughts only give expression to feelings that are growing and
that must.grow. My Prayer, and The
Eternal Goodness bear about the same
relation to Pope's Universal Prayer and
that class of poems, as the Iliad does to
the Aeneid. They are not so much
literary compositions, as expressions of
the highest life and thought of the time.
They are real poetry, flowing from a
real fountain of thought and feeling,
entirely natural and unconventional.
This quality will keep them alive, for
as the world goes on, more and more
people must come to think and feel as
the good Quaker does.
In wishing him well, now when the
twilight shadows are deepening around
him, we can do no better than to believe that his own words are true :
"Love watches o'er my quiet ways,
Kind voices speak my name,
And lips that find it hard to praise
Are slow, at least, to blame.''

The Teacher's Evenings.

The idea is current among teachers
that their time, outside of that spent in
the school room, is their own. But
that idea is erroneous. The teacher is
a public servant. From the opening of
his school term or school year, to its
close, he belongs to the community in
which he is employed. The question
naturally arises, how may these patrons
and pupils be be t served?

L
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Sha!l he not spend his evenings m
visiting the parents and pupils; thus
giving himself up wholly to social life?
He certainly ought to know something
of his pupils' homes and parents, that
he may know better how to give the
children what they most need to fit them
for the life that must be theirs when
grown.
Shall he not spend the time in preparation for each day's duties in the
school-room? In looking over compositions,gradingpapers, etc. ? That seems
to be a necessary thing, if he would keep
up his work and make his school interesting.
Shall he not devote each evening to
Reading Circle work, that he may keep
his standing among his fellow teachers,
and before his superintendent? That is
almost imperative, if he would advance
in his profession.
Shall he not study the subjects he
must teach and those other branches
closely related to these? That, too, must
be done to maintain himself and enable
him to pass the ordeal of occasional examinations.
Shall he not have his evenings to do
with as he pleases? To gain the much
needed rest and to recuperate his wast ed powers, that he may cope with the
next day's difficulties and trials? Or, to
read papers, magazines, and new books,
that he may know what is going on in
the world?
The conscientious and ambitious
teacher aspires to do all these things.
But how can he?
THE TUDE T would suggest that he
make a plan or programme of his work
and time, and follow it as closely as
circumstances permit. Let one evening of each week be devoted to calling
at the homes of pupils: getti ng acquainted with their parent. and securing their
friendly interest and co-operation in
the work of the school. Another evening to studyi ng the latest authors on the
branches to be taught.
Another, to
Reading Circle work.
nother, to
grading the week's accumulation of pa-
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pers and compositions. Friday evening, when the teaching work of the week
is over, might be spent in reading current literature, such as papers, school
journals, and other magazines. Then
the Saturday evening may be his own,
for preparation for unday School work,
or in rest, or in whatever else would
best serve to refresh body and mind.
Late hours, irregular habits, and idleness, are not for the teacher ; nor will
he who aspires to be one in the highest
sense, ever yield to an inclination thus
to abuse either his body or his mind.
The Chilean Difficulty.

The country of Chile just emerging
from a civil war in which the President,
Balmaceda, who had arrogated to himself powers extraordinary, was overthrown by the Junta, or congressional
faction, has a very grave matter to settle with Uncle Sam.
There seems to be a great preju lice
in Chile against Americans. The authorities, as well as the ordinary civilians, are maddened by the sight of a
blue uniform. A large numberof American sailors from the war-ship Baltimore
went into the city of Valparaiso. They
patronized the restaurants and resorts
of the city, but seem to have been perfectly peaceable and well di sposed to ward the Chileans, though they were
jeered and taunted almost everywhere.
The difficulty was precipitated when an
insolent citizen spa t in the fa e of an
American sailor, and, of course, was
promptly knocked down.
The fight
soon became general, and the Americans being entirely unarmed, were driven by the mob and police towar l the
harb r, o ne of their number being killed
and a large number wounded. Thirtyfive were arrested and locked up in jail.
Capt. chley, of the Baltimore, made
known the fa t. as above stated and the
Government at \\' ashington promptly
noti ficd Minister Egan that the Chilean
Government would be held responsible
for the outrage and that an apology and
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indemnity would be demanded. Chile
has always been ugly and insolently disposed toward this country, and it is
barely possible that she will have to be
taught a lesson.
Jorge Mont, the President of Chile,is
reported as saying that his government
desires an amicable settlement of the
trouble, but the reply of the Chilean
Government to our demands, it is believed, will not be satisfactory.
Our Navy Department is well prepared to make a naval demonstration
in Chilean waters should the seriousness
of the situation demand it. While war
should be a last resort, yet it is quite
apparent that Uncle Sam can not permit such outrages to go unpunished.
The life of a few sailors may be a small
matter, but the honor of the country
must be maintained at any cost.
We have a fleet of at least ten times
the strength of theirs, and that they
will be brought to terms is beyond question.

ness correspondence and busi'ness·f'orms :·
-first, by giving a few words of simple
explanation; and then having the pupils
carry these instructions out by writing
letters, notes, drafts, orders, and all
forms of commercial paper.
These
letters and forms, from ti'me to time,
could be taken up and examined by the
teacher, criticisms and suggestions
made, and then returned to the pupils ;
then have them write again and these
papers in turn, taken up to be examined
and criticised as before, and the process repeated, not a few times, but many
times, through weeks and months, until
every one is thoroughly familiar with all
kinds of commercial paper. Copies of
notes, drafts, and bonds, which may have
been actual transactions in the neighborhood, may be obtained, and these brought
into school for examination, for study,
and for solution. No teacher who studies these matters with the right spirit
and the right devotion need fail. It is
because we depend so much upon the
narrow text-books and ideas in the abstract, and that we fail to connect ourBusiness Forms.
selves with the great practical business
In a former number of THE STUDENT, world about us, that we do not succeed
rather severe remarks were indulged in in getting what the pupils need in these
concerning ignorance of commercial subjects, and what they ought to have,
and are entitled to have.
paper on the part of those professing to
teach the subject, as well as people in
Teaching on Holidays.
general. How may this be remedied?
In reply to the question whether teachOf course, there is no kind of instruc- ers are compelled to make up time lost
tion that can take the place of that
which is obtained in that best of all on holidays, the matter not being menschools, the business world itself. Yet, tioned in their contracts, State Supt.
proper instruction in our public schools Vories says,would go a great ways toward correct' 'Contracts to teach school are goving the difficulties now existing.
erned by the same laws that govern
First, let the teacher become well other contracts. There are necessary
posted in matters of general business implications in almost all contracts.
himself, by studying carefully what busi- There being nothing said about holidays
ness he may have to do, and by observ- in your contract,it is a necessary impliing critically all the business that may cation that teachers shall receive pay
come under his observation, and all that for all legal holidays that occur during
he can in any way, without being too the term of school, whether taught or
obtrusive, bring under his own obser- not.
When a contract is signed neither
vation. Then, let the teacher in every
school and in the case of graded schools, party can legally make any modification
the teacher in every room, from time without the consent of the other party to
to time, introduce the subject of busi- the contract. Nothing being said about

·'
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hoiidays when the contract was made,
trustees would have no legal right to
issue an order or ruling that holidays
would not be paid for unless actually
taught.
One of my predecessors very fitly
says: 'The Fourth of July, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas, and New Year's,
are, by universal consent and very general practice, regarded as holidays in
this country. Employes in almost all
kinds of business are excused from labor
on those days and allowed their wages.
It would surely be very unreasonable to
make a teacher an exception to this
general rule.' See 'Acts of r89r', page
394, which names, in addition to the
above, the 2 2nd day of Feb.; the 3oth
day of May ;the rst MondaY" of Sep. ;the
day of any general, national or state
election, as legal holidays.
The legal phase of the answer is justified by the following decision of the
• Supreme Court of Michigan : 'Recognized holidays cannot be deducted from
the time for which a school teacher contracts to teach, and his pay reduced accordingly. He is entitled to pay for
such days, even though he does not
teach.'"
Wages.

The question of "'Voman Suffrage''
is at present not receiving the attention
that was accorded to it some years ago.
It must not be judged that this is because its renowned advocates have given up the fight, or have even asked a
truce.
No, the method has simply
changed. They are still sowing the
seed through other agencies and hope
in the near future to reap the harvest of
success. Be that as it may, there is a
matter that should be agitated every day
in the year.
The right to vote and hold office may
not, after all, be of the highest value to
women, but the right to receive wages
equal to that received by men for the
same work, ought no longer to be denied. There can be no good reason
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for the discrimination in favor of men,
where the work done is of the same
character, and is as well performed. The
basis for the wage scale among men is
the character, amount, and skill req uired in the performance of a given work.
If a woman can do as much, and do it
as well, is there any possible argument
in favor of paying her less than would
be paid to a man for the same work under the same conditions ? This seems
to be a very simple question, and one
would think there would be but one answer. This however is not true. The
fact that any certain piece of labor can
be performed by a woman, usually settles the matter that it must be done for
less than the true value of the effort and
skill expended if you place this value
upon a true basis.
Every-right minded, intelligent teacher should do his part toward the education of the people to an appreciation of
this injustice to women. In nearly every a venue of activity opened to woman,
she is still compelled to work for less
than is her due.
In the school-room, in the store, in
art, in literature, in the professions,even in the kitchen, women must work
for less than she earns. She is making
some progress in her effort to gain what
she calls her "rights", and although we
may not be a "\Voman Suffragist" we
certainly ought to do our best to hasten
the day wherein unjust discrimination
against her shall be the exception and
not the rule.
THE SCHOOL.
State Supt. Vories will deliver the address next August before the Alumni
Association.
Profs. McAuley and Evans have been
seriously ill, the latter with typhoid fever, but are convalescing and will soon
be able to resume work.
D. E. Minor, Scientific of '9o, and
Miss Mab 1 Haste of Valparaiso, were
married in this city Dec. 2 2. They will
live near Birmingham, Ala., where Mr.
Minor has an r8oo position as super-
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intendent of a construction company. Mich., Dec. 27 . May their future be
STUDEr T's congratulations and even more pleasant than their College
Hill associations, is the wish of their
kindest wishes are theirs.
many friends .
Prof. Brown has carried, since ChristM. C. L.
mas, a beautiful gold watch with the
following inscription engraved thereon:
The Crescent.
-"H. B. Brown, from his co-workers.
G . E . Tucker is principal of the pubDec. 25th I89I." One of the pleasantest features of the management of the lic school at New Holland, Ill.
school is the cordial and sympathetic
J. 11. Stephens is teaching at Warren,
relation that has always existed between Ind. H. H. Shepard is principal at
the teachers and principals.
Dalton, Ill. He also teaches a night
Among the old students who are back school at Pullman.
THE

to spend the holidays with us are A. E.
Baker, J. A. Pine, Jay L. Tousey, Lee
Tinsley, J. M. Stephens, J. W. Bence,
C. M. Jansky, Nellie Morau, Lizzie
Starkey,} . \V. ·w hiteside, Michael Meili,
Dr. S. A. ·w ilson, G. E. Tucker, Myrtie
Landis, Dr. Wall, \V. C. McDonough,
Florence Cree, Mrs. J. M . Girl, G. M.
Billmeyer, and Dr. B. J. Cigrand.

J. S. Donald, a Crescent of '89, has
been engaged as traveling salesman for
some time but is now at his home at Mt.
Vernon, Wis.
J. M. Schlosser, a graduate of the
Law Department of '9o, is practicing
law at his home in Celina, Ohio . He
reports work plenty and times prosperous.

The Star.

A. E. Heitman is teaching the lan guages at Denton, Tex. He is not only
giving the best of satisfaction, but reports himself well pleased with the nature of the work. He reports salaries
remunerative, but climate somewhat
oppressive on account of warmth and
moisture.
Miss Sadie Kanouse, a Scientific of
last year, holds the position of assistant
C. C. Yoder, who was compelled to
principal at Shawano, \Vis.
leave school on account of ill health,
It has just become known to the public has been traveling in the \Vest, but is
that one of our recently elected "Stars," now visiting with old friends near
J. M. Girl, and Miss Carrie Roach, a Goshen, Ind. His many friends will be
former secretary of the ' 'Star," were pleased to learn that he has fully remarried about four months ago. Al- covered in health and is again ready for
thougl-t rather tardy, we wish to extend active service.
our best wishes.
On the evening of Dec. 25, the followG . G. Feldman left Valpo ostensibly ing programme was rendered in the
to spend his Christmas at his home, but Chapel:Edna Landis
it has since been learned that the charms Essay- Biography of LowellA. C. Pattee
of one of our lady members of '9o at- Recitation - Present CrisisEssay-Vi ion of Sir Launfal Kate Austin
tracted him to Illinois.
J. H. Mosier, a Star of last year, and
also a member of the senior law class,
is located at Butte City, Neb. He says
his prospects are quite flattering. He
has recently been elected County Attorney of Boyd Co.

*******

Recitation-The Courtin'-

Anna H e nry

Latest- It has ju st been learned that Ora tion- Commemorati on Ode- B. F. Williams
the suspicions of the friends of C. M . Oration- Fourth of Jul y Ode- A. D . Bittner.
The mu ic was furnished by Mi sses
Jansky and Miss Nellie Moreau have
been confirmed, and that they were \Vertman, Ruegg, Ewing, Prof. \Y. \V.
married at the bride's home at Milo, Huntington, and the Dean Quartett.
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At the close of the entertainment both
societies, the Stars as the guests of
the Crescents, repaired to South Dining Hall, where the hospitable society
had caused a banquet to be spread
with which to regale their friends. Mr.
Boaarte acted as master of ceremonies,
and with eating and speech-making the
time was most pleasantly spent till nearly
midnight. Toasts were responded to
in the happiest manner by Joseph Conroy, Retta Wood, R. E . Campbell,
Jennie Shepard, and P. H. Moroney.
Witty little speeches were also made
by Rev. Allen Lewis, A. L. Jon~s, R.
A. Heritage, J. B. Showalter, Michael
Meili, and others. Altogether it was
one of the pleasantest gatherings ever
held in our school.
H. R.
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E. H. Stroeter is doing good work for
the schools of Missouri City, Mo.
B. VI. Ashley has a good position as
principal of the schools of Wayne, Neb .

W. W. Palmer is principal of a school
of three departments in Van \Vert, IO\va,
S. C. Newsom and T. D. French are
doing splendid work in the schools of
Marion, Ill.
A. F. Heltman has a goo d position in
the Texas Nor mal College, Denton,
Texas.
Wm. P. Johnso n is principal of the
Scranton, Ia., High School at a salary
of $8o per month.

Vernon Harrington is in the em ploy
of a life insurance company, with headvVHAT THEY ARE DOING.
quarters at Fargo, N. D.
Mollie F. Beattie teaches at Sikeston,
Maxwell Adams is attending the vVest
Mo.
Virginia University, but expects to be
G. A. Hawkins is principal of the with us again next year.
Hebron, Ind., school.
T. J. Bell, a Scientific of seve ral years
John E . R ees is teaching at $6o a ago, te aches and surveys lancl i n Tippemonth at Junction, Idaho.
canoe County, Ind,
S.D . Bickford writes from Cummings,
\V. A. Hill is making a succe..;s of hi s
work in the public schools of l)cotone,
N. D., where h e is teaching.
A. H. Jack son is a successful teacher Ill.
in Baden , Ill.
0. J. \Vaiden teaches in Parkersburg,
Ill.
F. G. Govin is the principal of the
schools of Sand Creek, Wisconsin.

F. \V. Hahn is serv in g his secon d
term as sup erintendent of the schools of
Osceola County, Ia.

\Vm. C. Gunnerson is working in his
usual thoughtful, thorough manner in
H. M. Lit tle is teaching in a business one of th e schools of Kankakee Co.,
Ill.
college in an Francisco, Cal.
T. A. Hostetler is principal of the
J. R. K ent is teaching at $z.85 a day Yuton,
Ill., public school,and also conin Tunnelton, Ind.
ducts a successful night school in the
0. \V. Prescott is raising oranges and same place.
peaches near Covina, Cal.
A. J. "\mo te is teaching in Paris,
E. E. Combs is principal of a school Texas. \\"h en he passed his examination,hi s wa'> the highest general average
of fiye departments in Sorento, Ill.
of all the applicants.
\Valter H. Evans is principal of the
0. L. Lyon i: attending De Pauv.· niIagnolia, Ill., High chool.
ver~ity and also teaches the natural
Alpha Banta is teaching at -l-5 per sciences in the public schools of Creenmonth in Cook County, Ill.
castle.
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The patrons of the Huntington, Ind., spirit make her one of the best princischools are fortunate in securing the pals that ever went out from this school.
services of Carrie Harter as special inG . E. Corbett is teaching in Leonistructor in mathematics.
des, Mich. He says,l J. Price writes an interesting letter We are progressing finely with our school work
here. The work of last summer in theN. I. N. S .
from Ivanhoe, Colo., where he is work- has already been of great b enefit to us. Long
ing in an engineer corps of the Colora- may the school prosper. We hope to be with yo u
again n,ext snmmer.
do Midland Railway. He has a good
position and thinks that he will remain
W. A. Swan is surveying in Montana.
in Ivanhoe at least a year and a half.
He writes,The largest and best paying school in
Stephens County, Minn., is presided
over by J. S. Welch of '9o. His address is Morri s.

We have had plenty of hard work to d o this sum mer, but are located in a fine country; at present
we have to depend entirely on ga me f or our supply of meat-elk, bears, and m ount ain sheep are
abnndant. George Me ad is still with our pa rty,
and is now filling the offi ce of draughtsma n. I
am running a level.

A. A. Quinlan is teaching in Ozona,
Louis E. Zoch teaches German, LatTexas. Cassie is studying music and in, Bookkeeping and Algebra in Salem,
German at her home, College Mound, Ala. His salary the first month was
Mo.
$55, but was advanced to $7o at the
May Tinsley writes a pleasant letter
from Buffalo, Mo., where she is assistant principal of schools.
She has a
good position and pleasant surroundings.
E. M. Barber, of 'go, is professor of
mathematics in Packard' s Business College, New York City. He seems to be
as popular there as a teacher as he was
here as a student, and that is certainly
saying a good deal.
G. P. Gadbury, now teaching in Plano, Texas, has been offered the chair of
mathematics in the Texas Normal College, and will probably accept at the
close of his present engagem ent. He
is well pleased with Texa ,and the Texans seem to like Mr. Gadbury.
Miss Maggie Lennon, with charac-

beginning of the second. He is working hard and likes his position.
Ida L. Baker a Scientific of '83, and
an excellent student, writes from Norwalk, Ohio,! am now teaching my fifth year in H igh
School work. This is my first ye a r as assi tant in
the Norwalk High Sch ool, and I nticip a te a
pleasant time. 'vVe h ave about a hundred a nd
seventy-five students enrolled in the High Sch oo l.
Our building is a fine one with all m a nne r of con
veniences. I shall never forget the sc bo:J! d a ys
at Valparaiso.

U. S. Conn now principal of the
normal school at Gibbon, Nebraska,
writes,School is moving along as I had anticipa ted.
Our attend ance is sm a ll now, b ut the prospects
are good for the future. This is a fi ne coun try ,
and in time will b e th e p lace for a norm al ch ool.
There is but one other in depende nt no rm al in
the state, so far as I know. I h ave heard from
several of the boys of my class and nearly all
have good positions.

teristic energy, superintends the SchefW. A. Shaw is doing ci\·il engineering
fer school, St. Paul, during the day in Chicago. He writes as follows: and studies French and Mental Science
I am very busy, h avin g 3 miles of street im in the University E .- tension, evenings. provementiu charge. We are laying cedar blocks

Her energy, ability, and progressive

and Mcadam pavement with stone curbin g. I
have thil\1 to assure me that my work is satisfac·
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tory. A year ago I secured a position as axeman
and general office man at $1.50 a day, and now
get $goo a year,-not a high salary but fair for
the time I have been at work. Whatever success
I have had, I attribute to the training received
in the special mathematics in 'go.

I make a brief extract from a kind
letter from G. M. Booth, now in Dodo,
Ga.I commenced my school this morning; will
have pupils of all grades, from those in the First
Reader to classes in Virgil. I like it here quite
well so far; it is very pleasant and appears to be
a delightful climate. Cotton is the principal
crop but I am told that there is no money in it
this year. It sells for 7,% cents per pound and
costs 50 cents per hundred for picking and 35
cents for ginning, while it takes from an acre and a
half to two acres to produce a ball of 500 pounds.
Oranges and bananas grow here in town.

C. M. Jansky of Crookston furnishes
the following:Mr. Thos. Casey of the class of 188o is now
principal of the Carman schools. He served one
term as County Supt. of Polk Co., and is con·
sidered as one of the very best of Superintendents the county has had.
Vernon Harrington a graduate of the Law
Dept. in 188g is located at Crookston Minn. in
theN. Y. Life Insurance Company's office and
has all the work he can attend to.
Geo. Ingram also of the class of '8g is working
for the Osborn Harvesting Machine Company
and is doing well. He works over the northwestern part of Minn .

J ens P. Peterson, of the Stoughton
Academy, kindly furnishes the following items:While at Pierre, S. D., last summer, I met F.
I. Worthy, a student of '86. For the last two
or three years he has been in the employ of the
Railroad Company, having surveyed two lines
from Pierre to the Black Hills. Shortly after the
opening of the Indian Re ervation on the west
side uf the Missouri river, he filed on a piece of
land adjoining the city of Fort Pierre, platted
and recorded it as the "South Side Addition to
the City of Fort Pierre, Stanley County, S . D."
At present he is in charge of a subdivision of the
Duluth, Pierre, and Bl.ol.ck HillsRy., a line which
is being graded from Aberdeen to the Black Hills,
via Pierre. Judging from his continued employment ~y the company, he must be giving excel·
lent sati faction .
ngie H. Benford, a student of '88 has
1is
accepted a position in the 'toughton Academy
and Bu ine s Institute, and has charge of the
Department of Elocution.
' he come well recommended, and has already proved her ability

as a teacher of her favorite study, Elocution.
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The following is an extract from an
interesting letter from E. 0' Riordan
now teaching in Willcox, Arizona.
My journey was without incidents of importance until arriving at St. Loui5 where I sojourned five days viewing the sights of the city. I
left there on Monday at 9 P. M., and arrived at
El Paso, Texas on Thursday noon. The journey
was indeed a novel one. Every mile westward
seemed to take me so much further away from
the center of civilization, until I reached El Paso.
where I imagined I had reached the center of
sterility.
Arkansas as far as I could see from the train
is a dense forest, with an occasional spot cleared
where the corn and the cotton grow side by side.
Eastern Texas is fiat and fertile, but grows deso late and deserted approaching the western bound ary. Dead cattle lie along the road, partly from
drought and partly from concussion with the lo ·
comotives. On the whole there are many parts of
the U. S. more fertile than the parched plains
and sandy surface of western Texas.
Having to wait five hours in El Paso, I conceived that I would beat Ben Harrison and cross the
Rio Grande into Mexico; so I approached the
bridge and beheld the Stars and Stripes waving
on on e side and the Mexican Eagle on the other.
I crossed the river into Paso del Norte and
wandered around for a while; but soon grew
weary of Mexican rule and returned. There is
nothing to hinder a person from going into Mexico, but the Mexicans collect a toll of five cents
from each individual returning.
The journey from El Paso to Willcox occupied
seven hours. Willcox is situated in the center of
a level plain surrounded by mountains about forty
miles distant, and is headquarter · for cow· boys
in this part of the territory. Il is a lively little
town. The people are energetic and enterpri in g ,
very sociable and civil. My conception of cowboys has very much changed since I came here .
They are not half so black as some would paint
them. I expect to take with me a sound scalp
when leaving.

AMONG THE M

G~

ZI E '.

The ATLANTIC MONTHLY for January
prints a hitherto unpublished pape r by
Ralph 'Valdo Emerson on the tra it: and
peculiarities of the people of the Hub.
An interesting paper on Lowell's London life is furnished by Henry James,
and Prof. B. L. Gildersleeve wri tcs on
the well-worn subject of the Old Soutlz,
meaning the creed of the Ex-Confed e rate ,not that of the venerated lcl 'outh

Church.

There is also a collection of

THE EDITOR.
some letters of John Stuart Mill which
will be read with interest.

uary, will attract a great deal of attention.
The number also contains a sermon of
the great preacher's with a commentary
by
Mr. Mead: Prof. C. M. ·w oodward
\iVmE AWAKE for January will contain
writes
at length on the city of St. Louis,
a de~cription of the new Leland Stanand Winfield S. Nevins continues his
ford,Jr. University by Sallie Jo y White.
Otis T. Mason also has something to Stories of Salem lf/itchcraft.
say of Prof. Marsh's giant lizards, sixty
feet long. The rest of the number is
The principal articles in the January
filled with stories and sketches, and is number of the great FoRUM are,-two
strong papers antagonistic to the Louentertaining as usual.
isiana Lottery, by Judge McGloin and
J. C. Wickliffe, both re ;idents of
Mrs. Henry Ward Beecher contribLouisiana ;Heresy Trials and lite Briggs
utes the fourth paper on the life of her
Case by Dr. Phillip Schaff; Tlzeological
illustrious husband to the Jan. number
Education and its Needs by Dr. Briggs
of THE LADIES' HoME JO URNAL. Among
who was recently tried for heresy, as exthe other contributors to the number
plained in Dr. Schaff's article; Prof.
are Ex-Pres. Hayes, Chauncey M. DeGeffckeri's paper on the future of Papapew, John ·w anamaker, Ella Wheeler
cy, and Banker Coe's opinions on the
Wilcox and Palmer Cox.
Silver Question.
The ever popular PETERSON's MAGAThe January number of THE CENTURY
ZINE opens its JOISt volume with a very
contain
s a charming paper of reminisinteresting and handsomely illustrated
cence
by
Chas. Gounod, the great French
number. The pictures cteserve especial
composer,
whose podrai t forms the
mention, and the fashion notes and news
frontispiece
of the magazine.
There
are no doubt welcomed by its lady readare two interesting papers on the Jews,
ers everywhere.
and another timely article is Mr. J. R.
Dodge's The Discontent of the Farmer.
A sketch of the life of Plullips Brooks Mr. Dodge thinks the discontent is de-His Youtlz,Earl.Y Manhood and Work, creasing. In ''Topics of the Time" are
in the NEw ENGLAND MAGAZINE for Jan- two editorials on Clu ap Money.
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NOVEMBER EXAMINATION QUESTIONS FOR INDIANA.
Co

nucTED BY

0. P.

READING.
"The contaminating effect of deeds often lies
less in the commission than in the consequent adjustment of our desires-the enlistment of our
self interest on the side of falsity."
-From George Eliot's "Romola.''
Ask five questions on the above suitable to
bring out the meaning.
S points, IO each.
All exercises in oral reading to be marked from
I to so.
ANSWERS.

vVhat is meant by the contaminating effect of
deeds?
2. What is meant by the word "commission"?
3· Express the meaning of the first two lines in
your own language.
4· What is meant by the side of falsity?
S· What is meant hy the enlistment of our selfinterest on the side of falsity?
1.

income; last year I saved $480; how much
do I save this year?
ANSWERS.

StX3.78-+-2!
I.

2

rlX -lXt3

<lo

3· I7-ia +t+z\=I7TV-a
6o-I7frla=42frr7-a. Ans.
4· If we div1de $I8, 76S·4S into I I equal parts
then S of the persons will each receive 2 of
these parts while the 6th person will get but
I part.
$I8,76S·4S
- - - - =$I,70S·9S.
II

S·
StX 3J8 -+-zt
Simplify: - - - - - - .
6.
3.78 + 5-!-- 2!
1
2. Which is the greatest, T 3 , -o/0 or l(j?
3· What number added to I7 ·f.:r+ t+"2"4r will
make the sum 6o?
4· Divide $18,765 ·4S among 6 persons so that
one of them may have only half as much as
each of the others.
7·
S· Find the simple interest on $4,280 from August IS to October 2S at z_Yz per cent. per annum.
6. If the remainder, dividend and quotient be
given, how may the divisor be found? Give
an example.
7· A inYe. ts ~ of his money in land, .125 of it
in stocks, $Iz,ooo in a vessel, and has remain- 8.
mg $55,500. How much did he invest in
land?
8. \\'rite a note for 6o rlays for which you could
get $500 at a bank, discount at the rate of 8
per cent. per annum.
9· A man ran a street 4 rods wide through the 9 '
middle of a square 10 acre field, and divided
each section into four equal rectangular lots,
each fronting on the new street. Find the
cost of fencing the lots at 7S cents per rod.
10. Last year my expenses, which were So per
cent. of my last year's income, equalled 96
per .::ent. of my expenses this year, and my

income equalled 75 per cent. of this year's

2

- - - - - -- -- - - - -

3.78+si- 2% !l + 2-t'- 1a-8
2-/-+-2.r"'if=2-/X.,l7J.ori= I >J2}<J· Ans.
2. Since -f--s=,J?{' 0(j, -i-u=-l-l8\ , and l()=lNo•
or -l-r;\\ is the greatest. Ans.

ARITHMETIC.
1.

McAuLEY1

hence S of the parts wil be $3,411.90 each,
and the 6th part will be $I, 70S 9S. Ans.
From August rs, to October 2S, is 2)1 mos.
$4,2o8 X z.YzX2YJ
-------- =$20.45~· Ans.
IOOXI2
By subtracting the remainder from the dividend we obtain the product of tht quotient
and divisor; then by dividing this result by
the quotient we obtain the divisor. E. g . If
the dividend = 863, the quotient, 66,and the
remainder, 5, the divisor equals (863-5)+
66= 13. Ans.
Sss,soo + $I2,000=S67,SOO, remainder after buying land and stocks.
.Yz+.xzs,or _78,=_%, that part of his money
invested in land and stocks.
-.%=% , that part remaining.
Hence% of his money = 67,500.
_78 of his money =.VJ of $67,500=$22,500
of his money=4X 22,soo=S9o,ooo.Ans.
$507.10
Valparaiso, Ind. Dec. 25th, 1891.
Sixty days after date I promise to pay 0.
P. Kinsey, or order, at the First National
Bank of Porter County,
Five Hundred 'even and iio Dollars.
Value received.
H. B. Drown.

t

---~

ro acres=r6oo sq.rd.,
___ hence the field is 40 rds.
square, and the fence is
evidently 340 rods long,
and at 7S cent per rod
will cos;t $255· Am;.

N O VEMBER E XAMINA T I ON QUE S TIONS.
10. If my expenses last year were 8o% of my income, I saved 20%, or ·h of my income.
.·. t of my last year's income =$480
%, or my income =5 X S48o~$2,400.
1 hen 75 %, or U, of this year's income
=$2,400. 1( of this year's income = Y5 of
2,400 =S8oo, and
of this year's income,
=4X $8oo=$3,200; $2,4oo-$48o=$I,920
= my expenses last year,
and 96%, or H·, of this year's eJ>.. penses
= 1,920. 21r~ of this year's expenses ="2"\
of $1,920 =$8o, and H of this year's expenses =25 X $8o =$2ooo.
S3,200--$2,ooo=$I.200, Ans.

*'

GRAl\IMAR.
vVrite a sentence containing an adjective clause
in the subject, and an appositive modifier in
the predicate.
2 . The style of his prose was admirable ; his
English was lively, vigorous, idiomatic,
equally removed from mannerism and from
carelessness. Give construction of prose,
lively, and removed.
3· In what respect rl.oes the conjunctive adverb
differ in use from the subordinate conjunction? Write sentences illustrating this difference.
4· \Vhat are the chief differences between analysis and par:>ing, in grammar? Which seems
the more important to you, and why?
5. Write sentences showing the difference in use
between the participle and the participial
adjective.
6. Illustrate by examples all the different uses of
the apostrophe in English.
7· vVritc a sentence illustrating three uses of the
infinitive, and designate.
8. Give all the likenesses and differences between
personal and relative pronouns.
9· "Whom beside myself do you think was rewarded?" "The tools in this case are only
to be used in case of accident." Make needeel corrections in the above sentences, and
give reasons for thechangeswhichyou make.
10. Capitalize and punctuate correctly the following: lost yesterday somewhere between sunri e and sunset two golden hours each set
with sixty diamond minutes no reward is offered as they are gone forever horace mann.
1.

ANSWERS.

The m:tn wlw returned is the author of the
state ment that Blaine will not be a candidate
before the next Convention.
2. "Prose" is a noun the object of the preposi tion " of." "Lively" is an adjective used
in the predicate with "was" and belongs to
the subj ec t, "English." "Removed" is a
past pa:sive p articiple, with the construction
of an adjecti\·e and belongs to "Engli h."
3· The conjun c tiYe ach·erb joins an adverbial
clau~e and modifies the verb, or atlribute,i1~
that clause ; while the ordinary aubordinatc
1.

59

conjunction joins a clause only. a. When
he comes I will go. "When" is a con june·
tive adverb, joins the clause "will go" to
"comes" ,and modifies "comes." b. Since
he is here I will not go. "Since" is a conjunction, subordinate, and joins the clause
"will go" to "he is here."
4· The only difference is that in diagramming
the entire sentence is at once placed before
the pupil in writing; whereas in parsing the
entire sentence is placed before the pupil in
thought only. In my judgment parsing is
preferable to diagramming from the fact that
in this way the attention of the pupil is directed to a particular word, or words, in a
sentence, which, if understood, the entire
sentence is understood , and in this way very
much more can be accomplished . In our
own work we combine the two.
5· The bird singing flew through the air. "Singing'' is a participle with the construction of
an adjective and belongs to "bird." The
singing bird flew through the air. " inging"
is a participial adjective and belongs to
"bird." In the latter sentence there is no
reference whatever to time; it simply class ifies bird as a singing bird. In the first sentence there is a reference to time and no
classification is made .
6. The apostrophe is used to denote the omission
of words, the omission of letters, and the
possessive case.
7- It took Rome three hundred years to die. "To
die" is an infinitive with the construction of
a noun, the subject of the verb "took." The
boy desired time to prepare his exercise . ''To
pr ~ pare" is an infinitive with the construction of an adjective and belongs to "time."
The lady came to school to study grammar.
''To study" is an infinitive with the con truelion of an adverb and modifies "came."
8. Both personal and relative pronouns represent
antecedents with which they agree in person,
number and gender. Personal pronouns always represent the same grammatical person,
while relative pronouns may represent any
grammatical person . Personal pronouns are
never used as connectives. .Relative pronouns are always used as connectives. Personal pronouns are never used in a double
sense. Many relative pronouns are.
9· "\Vho beside myself do you think was rewarded?" "Who" is the subject of "was re warded." "The tools in this case are to l>e
used only in case of accident," or, "The
tools in this case are to he used in case of
accident only," according to the meaning.
In any event "only" modifies the phrase "in
case of accident."
10. Loc;t yesterday, somewhere b etween sunrise
and sunset, two golden hours, each set with
sixty diamond minutes. No reward is offered as they are gone forever.- IIvracc
!ann.

NOVEMBER EXAMINATION QUESTIONS.
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I.

PHYSIOLOGY.
Define sutures. Peri os teum. . ynovia. Peritoneum. The Iris. What is the use of each?

15
2.

3·
4·

5·
6.

7·

Sketch a repre, ent ation of the lungs, trachea,
larynx and pharynx, showing the :elative location of each.
I5
Describe the portal circulation.
10
\\Thy is severe physi ca l or mental labor immediately after eating heartily, injurious to
health?
15
Describe the liver and state its functions. 15
·what is it to be nervous? \Vhat are some of
the most common causes of nervousness on
the part of teachers and pupils in the school
room?
15
(a) How does e:xpired air differ in composition
from the same air before inspiration?
(h) Of what advantage has the study of
physiology and hygiene been to you?
15

tern depends upon a highly sensitive or ex
citable state of certain parts of the central
nerve organs, rather than upon any abnormal or morbid change. They are, however,
often associated with a special type of organism; frequently it will befound that cardiac disease, affecting the Mitral or Aortic
valves exists.
In the school-room nervousness is usually
due to bad air from want of proper ventilation. It may also be due to want of proper
physical exercise, the pupils remaining too
long in one position. Indefinitely assigned
lessons, lessons too long or beyond the ca pacity of the pupi l, tend to bring about the
same conditions of nervousness.
7· Expired air has more carbon dioxide,
"
'· "
" watery vapor,
''
organic gases,
is increased usually hy about -r}r5 of
the volume of the inspired air.

ANSWERS.
1.

2.

a. The fixed articulations of the skull bones.
b. The membrane around the bones.
r. A fluid for lubricating the joints.
d. The general serous membrane of the abdominal cavity.
e. The colored membrane surrounding the
pupil of the eye.
The lungs are 2 conical shaped organs located
in the thorax
They are covered hy the
pleurae. The trachea is the wind -pipe composed of 18 C-!->haped cartilaginous rings.

I.
2.

3·
4·
5·

6.

7·
8.

9·

GEOGRAPHY.
What relations do the means of transportation
of a country sustain to its civilization?
Why is the Pacific Slope of our country warm er than corresponding latitudes of the At
lantic Slope?
What capes project from Massachusetts, ~orth
Carolina and Florida?
Describe the chief river of Alaska.
Name and give the locations of two large cities
in the United States to be found very near
the fortieth degree of north latitude.
In teaching the Continent of South Am e rica
to a class of intermediate pupils what would
you require in the way uf map drawing, the
text of the subject and outside wo rl-d
Giveashortaccountofthepe11p!e, gwernmen t
and pruducts of Ireland.
How do you explain the fact that th e re are so
many more cities in the east ern part of thf.!
Chinese Empire than there are iu the we,t
ern part?
What value do you attach to gengr.1phic:1l
pictures? What should th ese pictt ue, i11dude?
ANS\\'J..:RS.

The relation of cause to effect. The greater
the m eans of transporta tion the higher the
civilization.
2. On the Pacific Slope the cold wind are kept
off by the mountains, while the winds from
the Pacific Ocean are warm, and the ocean
current there is a warm one.
On the Atlantic lope, the ocean current
is a cold one, the winds are cold and no
mountain ranges keep them off.
3· [a] Capes Ann and Cod. [b] Capes Hatteras, Lookout,and Fear. [c] Cape Canaveral
and Sable.
4· The Yukon River ri ·es in the north-western
part of British America. It Aow west of
north and enters Alaska, still flowing west
I.

3·

1s Lhe Circulation from the capillanes ot the
digestive organs through the capillaries of
the liver.
4· The vital energies are or should be called to
the work of digestion.
5· It is loc?ted in the right Hypochondriac region of the abdomen. It weigh s 4Yz lbs.,
has 5 lobes on the under surface and 2 on
the upper. Convex above, concave below.
In its internal structure it is com )O,ed of
small polyhedral lobules.
6. The nerYes are in a condition of over- ensitiveness. 1 his disturbance of the nervous sysH

.NO f/EMEER E.XAMJNATJO.N QUESTiONS.

5·
6.

7.

8.
9·

I.

2.

3·
4·
5·
6.

78.
9·

(b) To cultivate the imagination.
of north until it reaches the Arctic Circle,
where it turns and flows south of west to its·
(c) To cultivate the power of probable rea
mouth in the Bering Sea.
soning.
[a] Philadelphia on the Delaware River in
(d) To cultivate the morals.
the south eastern part of Pennsylvania.
(e) To prepare for citizenship.
[b] Denver, north of the center of Colorado.
3· Biography is the basis of history. Every great
[a] The coast line, islands, mountains, rivers,
event in history is associated with the lives
lakes, deserts, boundaries of the countries,
-of the great men ·who led the movement.
capital cities, sea ports' and products.
History is, therefore, made by man. The
[b) In addition to what has heen mentioncenter of every great historic event is a man.
ed for maps, the life of the continent both
Lamertine says, ''Ilistory is neither more
animal and vegetable.
nor less than biography on a large scale.''
[c] Cut the map of paper and sew the moun ·
H~nce, the lives of our great men must be
tains and products on. Mold it in clay and
interwoven into the text books of our school
mark it out in sand.
histories.
[a] They belong to the Celtic race and are a
witty and kind-hearted people. [b1 They 4· After the purchas '! of L ou isiana, Pres. Jefferson thought it expedient to send out an exare represented in the English Parliament,
ploring expedition to see what they had realbut all their important executive officers are
ly purchased. This expedition was headed
appointed by the crown. [ c] Flax, oats,
by Lewi s and Clark. The expedition was
potatoes, dairy products, linen goods, and
sent out in 1804. They ascended the MislaCles.
souri River and crossed the Roc ky Mountains.
The western part is unproductive on account
They discovered the two rivers now called
or the soil and climate.
Lewis River and Clark River, follow ed them
They may be made very valuable. They
to the Columbia River,exploring it somewhat
should include noted persons, places and
carefully, and thus on to the Pacific. This
things.
was a wonderful journey, and gave the American people their first kmnvledge of the great
country which lay even beyond their new
HISTORY.
boundaries.
What n:aterials other than the text book do
you regard as necessary to the efficient teach- 5· The boundaries of the United States : north,
ing of United States' History in the puulic
by the D ominion of Canada; east, by the
schools?
Atlantic Ocean; south, by Florida; west,by
the Mississippi River.
What do you consider the main objects of teaching the history of the United States in the 6. Ohio was ad mit ted into the Union Feb. 19,1803.
public schools?
Ind. "
"
" ''
" Dec.11, 1816.
Ill.
Dec. 3,1818.
To what extent would you couple biography
Mich."
Jan. 26, 183 7.
with history, and why?
Wis. "
May 29,1848.
Describe Clark's campaign in the West.
7· The Doctrine as given hy Pres. Monroe DeDescribe the limits of the United Statesasfixcember 2, 1823, is as follows: (a)
"We
ed by the terms of the treaty of Versailles.
owe it to candor and to the amicable relaName the States organized within the Northtions existing between the United States and
west Territory, and give the year of the adthose (great Euro1 ean) powers, to declare
mission of each into the Union.
that we should consider any attempt on their
part to extend their system to any portion of
What was the Monroe Doctrine, and what was
this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace
the occasion for the announcement of this?
andsafety. With the existing colonies or deWhen was the Erie Canal completed?
pendencies of any European power we have
What were the great subjects of debate in
not interfered, and shall not interfere; but
Congress during Jackson's administration?
with the governments who have declared
ANSWERS.

1.

2.

(a)The teach er should possess a good outline
of the subject.
(b) He should have a number of good reference books on the subject.
(c) He should have plenty of black-board.
(d) He should have good maps.
(e) He hould have access to the daily papers.
(f) He should have not only the text-book
in his mind but a complete kn ow ledge of
the subject he i teaching.
(a)To cultivate the memory.

their independence and maintained it, and
whose independence we have, on great considerations and on ju t principles, acknowledged, we could not view any interposition
for the purpose of oppressing them or controlling in any other manner their destinies,
by any European power, in any other light
than as a manifestation of an unfriendly disposition toward the nited States.
(b) The Spanish Colonies in Mexico and
South America had rebelled and became independent. Spain was too weak to make
them submit, but there were strong suspicions that the great powers of Europe meant

NOVEMJ3ER EXAMINATION Qt!ES1'10NS.
lo assist Spain in the subjugation of her late
colonies on the American Continent. The
''Monroe Doctrine" has ever since been recognizerl as a part of the settled policy of the
United States.
8. In 1825.
9· (r) U. S. Bank. (2) The American System.
(3) Nullification. (4) The Indian Policy.
SCIENCE OF EDUCATION.
I. Education among the Greeks.
1. The prevalent idea or aim of the educating process.
2. Means employed.
j. Results achieved.
ll. The spirit, aims, methods and results of mod·
ern elementary education.
III. The educational theory or doctrine of Ros
seau, Pestalozzi or Froebel.
NoTE.-Discuss either of these general topics
as fully as time permits.
ANSWERS.
1.

The Greek aim in education was the same as
any other aim, mainly, to develop the child
into the kind of man which the Greek thought
the best man. The Spartan thought the
soldier the highest type, and the Athenian,
the artist. The means employed were such
as they thought would best reach the end.
They ga"e much attention to physical training ; the Spartan, because he thought a well
developed body necessary to the soldier, the

Athenian, because he thought it necessary to
a healthy mind and an object of beauty in
itself. They had schools, gymnasia, public
games, theaters, -about the same means as
those we employ.
2.

The spirit, aims, etc. of mod ern elementary
education are just the same as the Greekthe making of the kind of men which we
think of most account. I think we succeed
in our attempts. Men commonly do what
they try to do. If there is any trouble in
the theory and practice, it doubtless arises·
from our not !mowing what the best kinds
of men and women are.

;y. Rousseauwas born at GeneV<l in 1712, but
spent the greater part of his maturity in
France. French society at that time was
about as bad as society can be. It was artificial through and through. It was hollow,
flippant, insincere in all its grades and forms.
Rousseau's theories of education were essentially those of a revolutionist. France called
itself civilized, but Rousseau knew that every
thing about it was bad, and he knew that the
mair. trouble was that every thing was insin cere. He called this insincerity unnaturalness, and advocated a return to nature, by
which he meant an abandonment of the ar tificial, flippant way of doing things and
looking at things. Of course, the theory in
the abstract is correct. The only trouble is,
in carrying it out, we may fall into methods
as artificial as the old ones.
The theories of Pestaloz zi and Froebel are
essentially the same as Rousseau's.

A1Jf/ER1'1S1NG DEPARTMENT.

I

Lowe & Ewil)g's Ca!sar's Gallic War.
Notes aJZd Special Vocabularies on tlze same page witlz text.
Separate Text witlzout Notes or o/ocabulary for class room.
OTHER FEATURES.

NOW USED IN

Ancient and Modern Maps facing each other.
2. Marking of long vowels.
3· References for collateral reading.
4· Comprehensive Life of Cresar and Treatise on
Military Art.

High Schools and Colleges from
Maine to California.

1.

Fine Cloth Binding, Octavo, Postpaid, $ r. :2 5. S eparate Text, Paper, Free.
A Beginner's Latin Book.

BELLUM HELVETIUM.
Professors LOWE and
BUTLER.

IN LATINUM .
A Manual of Latin Prose bas<!d on first four books of
Cresar. Professor]. D. S. RIGGS, Ph. D.

The Inductive and Grammar Methods so
combined as to secure the advantages of both.
A gain of three months to the beginner in Latin.

Each lesson is a connected and logical whole
of grammar work, oral and written composition
and conversation. The sentences are idiomatic
and illustrative.

ADOPTED

ADOPTED
IN

IN

Some of the best Colleges, Academics and High
Schools in the country.

Over 300 High Schools, Academies and Colleges.

FOR INTRODUCTION, 50 CTS.

INTRODUCTION PRICE, $1.00.

Sample copies mailed on receipt of introduction price .
.JILBERT, S()OTT l'f CO., Educational Publislters,
106 H,.abaslt allventle, CHIC.II.GO, ILL.

Teachers

~ a.,:n.ted.!

If you are preparing yourself, or have prepared yourself, for the great work of teaching, you will
want a position in September next. We shall be pleased to assist you, if you will let us hear from
you . We refer with pleasure to over 40 former graduates and students of the Northern Indiana
ormal, whom we have located in the last two years. We have a large patronage, all through the
\Vest and South, among the best village and city schools,Normals, Academies, Colleges, Etc.
Send for manual, blank, etc. Address,

C. J. ALBERT, Manager, The School und College Bureau, ELMHURST, ILL.

THE SHELDON SERIES.
THE BEST AND FRESHEST TEXT-BOOKS IN THE MARKET.
SI1eldon'~

lUodern S(•bool Reade r s .

Sltcldon'~

Arith metlcs. Two Boo/o>..

Patterson's Advanced Gramtnar and
Rhetoric.
Patter on's Element of Gram1nar and
Composition,
stoddaJ'd's New- Intellectual At·Ubmcuc.

[5 hooks.] Containing one-third more reading
matter than any other 5·book series.

The mo t attractive serie ever issued.

SlteJdon's Algeba•as.

'l'BE ELEMENT

OF ALGE1!1RA.

THE COMPLETE ALG:i:BHA.

This is not a ~-book eries of Algebras, as the
Complete and Elem~ntll of Aloebra are the same,
page for page as far a the Elementary goes.
The e algebra are ~imple and clean cut, with
fresh and attractive examples.

Sheldnn's "\.VOrd StodleH.

This i the be tand mo t u eful Spelling Book
ever publi bed.

Dr. Elroy lU . AYery'
rles .

PhyHlcal Science

e•

I

'l'hls book has been very car fully revi ed. All
the attractive features which mude thi the mo t
popular Intellectual Arithmetic of it day have
been retained.
New

erles German Text-Book .

By Prof. H. J.

chmitz. .Elements of the Ge1·t and eeond Book now
ready. 'I he two parts will be bound together ancl
al o sold separately.
Dr. D • .J. Hill's Rhetoric, Lo ~ic, and

man Langua{)e. - Ftr

Paycholo~y.

SHELDON &. CO,, 185 AND 187 WABASH AVE ., CHICAGO .

THE S T UDENT.
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~colts

full of Gife and Cfhought.

W~flCWorth's Arithrll~tics.

St ickfl ~ ~ 's Wor d b~ \tJ or d.

Their motto is mastery, their method is learn to
do by doing.

An improved spelling course in two numbers.
Con~rvative and original.

fV" oDI:gorpe\?y's ~ rpe\?iGaD Jt{isl:ory.

lt le men!:ary b.essons in ft:Dglisb.

A panorama of the leading facts, their causes
and their results.

Bright, practical and interesting at every stage
of the course.

:far bell's

Stickn~~'s P\~od~rs.
Best in idea and plan, best in matter and make,
best in interest and results .

Clossics For

Childr~n.

Choice literature, judicious notes, large type,
firm binding, low prices.

BOSTON.

~e ss o ns iD ~angua8e·

Expression through written form made as natural as thought and speech.

:fbe New ~al:i o Dal MusiG Gourse,
Studied by more pupils than all other regular
courses togethP.r.

NEW YORK.

VALP_A RAISO
is situated on the Pittsburg, Ft. Wayne & Chicago Railway, a main thoroughfare of the
--system known as--

·THE PENNSYLV Nl

CHICAGO.

T HE

1\merican 8})'stem
-.----of Shorthand.

Ll ES.·

To s u pply the increasing demand for stenog-

It is thereby in direct communication with Chicago on the west, with Plymouth, Columbia City
and Ft. Wayne, Indiana; Van Wert, Delphos,
Lima, Upper Sandusky, Bucyrus, Mansfield,
Massillon, and Canton, 0 .
On express trains Pullman Sleeping and Din·
ing cars are carried via Valparaiso to

raph ers, schools of shorthand and type writ -

PITTSBURG,
BALTIMORE,
WASHI GTO ,
PHILADELPHIA,
NEW YORK .
For complete information regarding rates of
fare and time of trains, apply to
GEO. A. . DODGE,

Ticket Agent, Valparai o, Ind.,
.TOSEPH WOOD.

E. A, FORD,

General Manager,
General Passenger Agt.
Pittsburg, P a.

ing have b een established in various parts of
the country, and , with few exceptions, all busi ness colleges now have a "department of shorthand ." A number of ystems are taught, but

U tat or Ben:n Pilmunis ntore gen.
er a lly usul titan any otlte·r in tllis
counh·y , and n·t ay be r.ttllcd tlte
~ •.;Jnurican

Systen• ."-Extract from the

R eport of t!te Comlllissimzer of Education (TVasltingtcm, D. C.), for the year I8S7-88, page 927.
F or cata logue of shorthand publications by
Benn P itman and Jerome B. Ho\vard, address

The Phonographic Institute,
CINCIN N ATI, OH IO .

AlJPERT/SlNG !JEPARTMEJI/1'.

THE

"XT
AMERICA 1'

PUBLISHERS OF SCHOOL
AND COLLEGE TEXT BOOKS_

~

IIEW YORK====CINCINNATI
====CHICAGO====

J

BOOK CO NIP A1~Y.

TIE AMERICAN BCQX COMPANY Puhlishes Exclusively School and College Tex~ Sooku, ~I~ps &Ch~rt•:
incbtding tlwse so well known to the educational public as

THE AMERICAN

EDUCATIO~AL

SERIES,

APPLETONS' EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
THE ·ECLECTIC EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
THE NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL SERIES,
HARPERS' EDUCATIONAL SERIES.
Our immense list of popular school books offers opportunity for the selection of just such texts
as will meet the requirements of any particular school or class. New books have recently been added in almost every branch, and our list is a catalogue of all that is best in school book literature.
No school board should adopt new books or arrange for supplies of books already in use without
firstcorresponding with us for prices and terms. Correspondence from the West and North-west
may be addressed to our CHICAGO OFFICE, 258-260 WABASH AVENUE, and will receive prompt
attention.

ffiHE-------.
..A-DDRESS.

.

1. ..A_~:EJ::BIQ .A.,J:::r

:BOO~ OO~:::f=>..A_]):fy-_

258 and 260 Wabash Ave.,

CHICAGO.

"I advise all parents to have their boys and girls taught shorthand writing and type writing.
A stenographer who can type write his notes would be safer from poverty than a great Greek scholar-"-CHARLES READE, on "The Coming Man ."

r-rhe

I·Iighes~

J)evelopme:n .t of" tlte

Writ;iilg Machiile is the

Remington $tandard Typewriter.
The only award made by the Paris Exposition for improvements in typewriter
mechanism, was a bronze medal presented to Mr. ' V. K. Jenne, the superintendent of the Remington factory.

-The W. S. &B. ?ARAGON RIBBONS are warranted to give satisfaction.WYCKOFF, SEAMANS & BENEDICT,
175 MONROE STREET, CHICAGO.

THE STt!IJENT

NORMAL BOOK STORE,
\1 al paraisoJ fl)diaqaJ
--HAS OPENED I N - -

NEVJ BUILDING--WITH A N - -

E~LA~G-ED

BTC>O~,

---CHIEFLY OF---

~ ine ~oeu-. ~ , ~ook§
f~-in~

-in

f~e

in ~-ine ~ -indin~@, and cv.d?-p

hook line @u-ifahlc fn-1? a

WE HAVE ALSO ENLARGED OUR FACILITIES FOR

~~BOOK MAKING, ~~

Ruling, Printing, Binding.
We Manufactur e a line of TABS, SMALL BLANKS, STUDENTS' NOTE BOOK S, RE PORTING BOOKS, GR MMAR BOOKS, SCRATCH BOOKS, ETc. For use in schools.
Manufacturinf[ Commercial Blanks FOR THEORY IN SCHOOLS is our specialty. Our
line for Schools is worked on the best paper and listed the lowest of any Commercial Blanks m ade.
They are now imitated by many other manufactures. To avoid this imitation, see th at each sh ee t
of paper is water marked "Sunny Side Mills." In this line we make a JoURNAL, LEDGER , D AY
BooK and CASH BooK, Yz quire paper, presshoard cover, listed at 10 cents each. In leather and
marble paper, board bindings, 12]/z cts per quire. Crown cap, heavy paper, leather back and mar
hie paper sides, over-reaching covers, digit line ruling, X and Yz page Accounts in !.:edgers, and
indexed on edge, 16 X cents per quire. Same in cloth in place of marble paper, but with leather
corners, 25 cents per quire 48 pages per quire. Our line of Notes, Drafts, Receipts, becks and
other blanks have been so extensively called for that we are making engraved form , giving the ap ·
pearance of lithographic work. These are listed at $5.00 per 100 books, 36 in a book. Our Bills
Payable and Receivable, Bill Head Tahs and Bank Pass Books are the same price, 5 cents each,

For Banking,

we make,CASH BOOKS, COLLECTION REGISTERS,

TICKLERS, DISCOUNT BoOKS, LEDGERS, AND INDIVIDUAL LEDGERS.

Also, SIX-COLUMN JOURNALS, L UMBER BOOKS, and

Special Rulings of any kind made to order.
B. F. PERRINE, Book -seller and Stationer,
Valparaiso, Ind.

ADVERTISIN G DEPA RTM E N T.
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CHICAGO & GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.
'J'HE GREAT 'J'RUNK LI NE between Valparaiso and all
points Ea st and West.
In [raveling to and from the "Northern Indiana

ormal School," see that

com fort, speed and safety at lowest rates compatible with first class senice.

tickets read via above line, and secure
~~-·iiilillll

N. D.-Passengers to and f rom th e E ast wi ll enjoy the novel experience of passing through tlte
Great International Tumul.
GO[Nfl W i!f:\T.
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Through Palace Sleeping cars between Chicago and New York-Trains 4, 6, 8, l, 9, 7; noston-Trains 4 and 5;
Sagin,tw V>\Hey-Trains 6 and 5; Det roit-Trains 6 and 5. Trains 1:1 and 7 run through solid between Chicago and
New York via Erie Ry. Meals served en rc ute In splendid ew Dining Cars.
For time tables, tickets, and further information, apply to J.•....m cs McCREE, Agent, Valparaiso.

Gt£0 . B. REEVE,
'.l'raffic :uaua~ e r.

r.£'I:I. E

W . E . D..\. V IS,
Gen • .Pa111seu ger aud Ticke t

A. ~ t.

NEW KIM H ALI~ P I ANO.

Frorr. a large number of testlmon!als In our pos es ton, referring to the excellency of the KIMBALL PlANO. we
to.ke ple>lSure in quoting [by perm! ton] the names of a few well known musicians of Europe and Ameri<'a, who h~~ove
used and recommended the KD1BALL PIANO:
.FTIO.\I ADELlNA PATTI "The Queen of ong."
' FR0.\1 C!.IARLE KUNKEL. ''The well known ompos·
er and Plant t "
Chicago, Dec. 16, 1881!.
'V. \V . KDI.BALL Co., Chicago, Ill.
St. Louis, Mo. Sept. 21, l 91.
Gentlemen: -It gives me great plea nrc to testify to the
merits of the NEw KIMBALL PI.ANO. It has a wonderfully W. ,V, KDIUALL Co., Chicago, 111.
sweet and sympathetic tone and supports the voice In a
Gentlemen :-Accept my congratulations. A firm mak·
IDO't .s:J.L!Sfttctul'y l!launer.
lug a niano that placmo It In th e fr nt rank of plano mak re
FIW~l EMIL LIEBLING.
"Chicago's Leading Pianist." !8 to be, Indeed. congmtuiated. You make uch a plano
'll!cago, April 11th, 18 \l .
and I take plea urc in stating that I ba1·e alway found
W. W . KDIBALL Co., City.
Gentlemcu:- Your piano has an excellent touch and the the tune retlned, sympathoti ·and Runurous, . atlsfylng the
tone Is perfectly satisfactory and In these Lwomo timport· demands of the mo. t fnMtldlou art! t. l will llbC your plant punlculars tile KDt.BALL PtANO will compare fal'ora- ano at my concerts wit •rc so·cl'er 1 chan ·c to meet tit ut.
bly with tho c of older and well known makes. 1 gil'e It
Again my congratulations.
my fullest lndorscweut.
AND A LSO
tinnie Hauk,
Lilli Lehmann,
WeRleyun Coli •gc of ~luslc, Bloomington, Ill ., 't. Aloy·
ius School, Chicago, 111. Our J~ady of Augcl ~emimtr),
Slg. Francisco Tamagno,
Sig. Del Puente,
Lyon~. Iowa, M uout • t ••Jo o•ph Acadtmy, lluhuquc, Io" u,
Emil .Fisher,
Max .:\.!vary,
orthcrn-Jndiana .Normal School. \'nlparul. "· Ind., llloomPaul Kall ch
lngton, 'un~erl'atory of :\1 u 1·, Bloomington , Ill., Grand
Mme . Alban!,
Frederil'k archer,
Jullu Perotti,
Italian Opera Compauy, Metropolitan Opera om pan),
Lillian Nordica,
' lg. Ardlt!,
llo tun Ideal Opera 'ompany, and many otll •r promlnem
P. S. Gilmore,
Han Balatka.
art! t . Iilu trated 'atalogue mailed.

W . W . KIMBALL CO. ,
Office and Warerooms, KIMBALL BUILDING, 243- 253 Wabash Ave., Chicago.
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THE STUDENT.

- · UNEQUALED MUSIC BOOK.Far !Oiuging

(;Jas~ell,

Etc.

MODEL TEXT BOOKS.

GOOD LUCK,
BY S. W. STRAUB. Note the following import!\nt
features in the Elementary Department: 1. Truth·
ful J.;atelll.ents in simpl e language. ~- Daily readino
exel'Cisc, , pe1ject1y g-raded. 3. Exercises and Topics introduced in their utdtorcler. 4. The principles
of reading are vractically taught, ::;o th11t pupils
Jearn to read in all keys in the time that is generally g·i\·en to only one key [ke.v of OJ. 5. Modulating
exerci:>es by which r eading th e cla.~~ics is madt> r.a~y.
6. 'l'he only correct time ignaturee are used.
ce what chm·ming- matter the body of "Good
Lucll" contains: l. .\n unu~ual111 large number of
easy anrl d elightful pi !,ces fo r "first term work." 2.
Chuice Quartets and fine four part songs. H. Solos
of exce1Jti•mal beauty with instrumental accompani·
meuts. 4. A number of humorous pieces tb ~t are
irres·istible in a ciRss or concert. 5. Splendid mlos
with vocHl accompaniments. 6 .Sacred music, ex·
ceUent A nt:bems, Hymn tunes e t c. 7. Pieces that
include hummino and whi~tling n ovelties. !l. Farm·
er's celt brated Oratorio Cho rus Mod Quartet. "G reut
a nd MHrvelo u s.'' fl. Bishop's great Conce rt Glee,
with obligato so lo, •· ow Tratnp o'er Moss and
Fell.''
Goon LUCK contains 19..! pages, is w e ll printed,
wire stitched . Pl'ice only tiO cents.

S. W. STRAUB & CO., Pub,
243 State St., CHICAGO, ILL.

Houston's New Physical Geography.
Hart's Composition and Rhetoric.
Smyths' American Literature.
Thorpe's Civil Government.
Chase & Stuart's Latin Grammar.
Chase & Stuart's First Year in Latin.
Chase & Stuart's New Illustrated Cresar.
Chase & Stuart's Classical Series.
Trimble's Hand Book of Literature.
Houston's New Physical Geography is used in
the N0rthern Indiana Norm al School.

Eldredge & JJro. 1
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY

THE LITERARY MAGAZINE
(')

O F BOSTON.

Q

It is unique, containing American Legends,
Traditions, History, Story and Poetry.
Philosophy and Music; Sc·ence and Art.

A Few Articles for r8g2.
STORIES OF SALEM WfTCHCRAFT,
PHfLLrPS BR OKS,
JAMES PART0:-1,
HOWELL'S BOSTON,
THE FUTURE OF

ELE ~ TR I C ITY,

I llustrated
Illustrated
.lllus/1'ated
I llustrated
Jllustra ted

STORIES A PROM INENT FEAT URE.
OU wanr thi C!l refully edited and finely illustrated

Y

literary magazine of Boston, whetbe1· you bav!' any
other or not.

Every Number Finely Illustrated.

It treats of American Subjects. pnet. and present. So-

cial qnc rions are discussed iu it columns .
Price $3 .00 a Yea r. Send xoc. for a sample Copy.
For sale on all newstnnd .

Address, NEWENGLANDMAGAZINE,
86 Federal Street, Boston, Mass.
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00.

w
0
0

b
0
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SUCCESSOR OF THE UNABRIDGED.
Re-edited and Reset from Cover to Cover•

A GRAND INVESTMENT

for every Family and School.
Work of revision occupied over 10 years.
More than 100 editorial laborers employed.
Critical examination invited. Get the Best.
Sold by all Booksellers. Pamphlet free.
CAUTION is n eeded in purchasing a dictionary,as photographic reprint!" of an obsolete and comparatively worthless edition of
Webster are being marketed under various
names and often by misrepre entation.
The International bears the imprint of
G. I& C. MERRIAM & CO., Publishers,
Springfield,l\lass., U.S. A.

LOCAL ADVERTISEMENTS.

Th~ North~rp_
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Ind. Normal

Dep&rtr!fer;t of Pljor;ogrmpQ'1

GtQd

Sc~ool

'G'1~e'wrltir;g.

Expenses the very lowest, te achers the most thorough, the work the most comi)lete and atit:.factory.
The country may be "flooded with stenographers," and there may be many who are willing to
accept positions at wages that barely make them a living, but there never was a time in the hi.story
of the country, when there was such a strong demand for good stenographers; and when it is once
known that a person is a thorough stenographer, there is no question about the party obtaini ng a
very superior position, and that, at the best of wages.
One need only to look under the surface for a momen t to sec that there never \·Vas a time when
good stenographers were in such demand as now. It is because the vast multitude arc only halfway prepared for the work, and their general education is so deficient that they do not, and can not
give satisfaction, and hence are unemployed, or employed at such low wages.
Without any additional expense whatever, a student, in con nection with Phonography and Typewriting, may take any and all studies thllt will assist him in his general work.

Catalogue free.
Address H. B.

BROWN,

Principal, or 0. P.

KI

SEY,

Associate Principal,
VALPARAISO, lNIJf A 'A .

- O F THE -

J1o~thern

Indiana J1ormal School,

Now stands at the head of the Musical Conservatories of the \Vest. This 1s
not a statement only, but investigation will more than verify it. Students who
come from the large cities say that they have better advantages here, owing to
the fact that they receive more ptrsonal attentioJX.
The best of instruments are used; the instructors are the most competent, and
the expenses the lowest.
No other institution offers anything like equal a<h·antagcs at such low rates .

•

That the department does what it promises is proven by the rapidly increasing attendance, and in the constant demand for those trained here.
Send for Catalogue.
Address H.

B. BROWN,

Principal, or 0. P. KL

EY, •

ssociate Prin ipal,
VALPARAJ 0

1
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THE STUDENT.

'N. H. VAIL,
61V~t~ ~a~0~

a~ cl~'l!Uefez

G&rrie8

Repairing.

Gt

of

fi'?e hir:te

Watches, dewe)ry,

Garefull![
Done.

Si)lferware, C)ocks,

etc., etc.
STUDENTS will find the best place to buy Toi-

let Articles and everything in Druggist sundry
line at

ARTHUR 0. SMIT'H'S DRUG STORE.
EAsT SmE

OF

CouRT H ousE.

SPECHT & FINNEY,
1tl!
Y®

~o~ij ~~@w ~~@
j©lf

1rllltB .~.s fo~@~~ ~o~® @f f&~~~ ~Mo~o~~~

G·· ~,

~&Joij©ifOrl]~ 9 ®~®if ~lr©M~~~ ~© ~~® (SO~~o

~STUDENTS ARE REQUESTED T

C~LL AND EX

1l E OUR

TO ~ . ~-

LOCAL AlJf/EJ(TJSEliiENTS.CAREFUL AND SKILLFUL DENTAL WORK AT MODERATE PRICES.

DEl.. ::EI..

~.

:Fl.EN"N"ElA..,

-- -66(j)' DENTIST~ tQ)C?Jd-VALPARArso,

INDIANA.

1\/.[I:X:.ED

STC>C~.

--CON SISTING OF- -

New and Second Hand Books, Stationery, Inks, Pens, Tablets, Blank
Books, Drugs, Lamps, Notions, etc.
- - A FULL LINE OF STUDENTS' SUPPLIES.- -

Orde rs for Books and anything kept in our line prom p tly filled b y

THE LIGHTCAP COMPANY,
105 C Oll (' ge Av e ., Va l pal'als :l, I n d.

W. G. WtNpLE, ~taple and 'anGg &.FOGBFies,
Fine Lamps and Gla&sware.
DELICIOU S PIES, CAKES, COOKIES AND CANDIE S, A LWAYS F RESH .

Just the place to get ~ toothsome lunch put up.
I WANT THE STUDENTS' TRADE,

a nd to get it, k eep in my stock of

~oots

s. E. Corner ltlaln &

CS-f\a~.

No. 7 East

o--ADAFTED,--o

for good wear and neat style,

TO STUDENTS' NEEDS.
J. F. T.ll L CO TT.,

,____GO TO---

Repairing a specialty.

u

I

I

-.(

F{J"'E
ll~l! ca~~~a~
~ i rsl:

Sboe

D0 u 21 6H5
-~

eJllldl

-y ou go to

g~t

-y our

l ~tt~ rs,

d rop in and see the beautiful new store of

<>

HE KEEPS T H E FINEST AND FRESHEST

~

SnOES---~
~~

First clnss work at lowest prlcce

====GUARA TEED .====

s<>

FOR THE

St.,

! b uy an d sell fo r cash .
My goods come direct
from manufac turers. I can offer you a larger
assortm en t and lower prices than most
shoe stores in towns of this size.

Wh ~ n

A. YLES W OJ{ TH'5

.Jr~t",in

-NORTH SIDE COURT HOUSE. -

NO. 9 EAST MAIN ST.

W

S. ~-"'14c0,

and Sbo€s ·Boots and Shoes,·

several lines especially

'(

Franklin St!' .

l:L~dld~

81:o ~e f(, MaiD Sl:.
NO. 21.

STOCK OF

CANDIES, TOBACCOS AND FRUITS
- T O DE FOU

D IN VALPARAISO.-

--o-

2 Doors South of the P. 0., Wa hingtou ' t,

THE STU.DEN:F.

10

W • C . L E THE){ MAN J

D

t:=) I I ~Q-IC':::lT
...c\,;; ""-.! ~
~
-

~UDGEJB

T~e old es t establis.hed and m.ost
rehable drug store m Valparaiso .
Corne r Maln and Was blncton Sts.

GA.:UllERY, · . f. leilleman, the RFuggist,

OF VALPARAISO,

-:FOE--

is known for miles around, as producing the highest grade of Photographic Art.

'A Gorp piece ~ i ne o V A ~ciscs' 1*\aceriC'ls,
N O 4 W A SHINGTOJ¥ l!JT., YALP.ABAISO.

~GEO.

T.

MILLER,~

Bloch's Laundry
Is The Place

Livery., Board and Sale Stables,

where you can get work done t o su it.

VALPARAISO, 11~0.
-GOOD RIGS AT REASONABLE RATES.-

PROPRIETOR OF

LAFAYitTT it ST. 1 OPf'. CltNTRAL HOUSE,

R E ASON

-GIVE US A TRIAL.-

...!J

W

~AMES

BltLL.

BELL EROS.,

Alen nn finr anI. I. One Honse.
~_!

BltLL.

LIVERY, FEED AND sALE sTABLEs
G OOD RIGS A T BEASONABLE RATES.
lt A&T MAIN &T. , OPP. T. B. LOUDERBACK'S SHOP,

40 WEST M AIN ST.

Fl.OSS
--STOVE

~

B.A.N"IBTER.,
sli H:ard.ware Jlea)ers.

c
.

YALP AB.JtiSO, IND:

A

D

TI

WARE, BuGGIES A D HARNESS A S PECI ALTY. -

-

G ood Goods at Lowest Prices, ou r Motto.
38 WEST MAIN STREET,

VALPARAISO., INDIANA.

FINNEY & BARTHOLOMEW
carry a first class line of
FURNIT RE,
PI 'T RE FRAMES,
AND MO LDI GS.

A 11

~i:n.ds

JOHN LEPELL,
Fine F-.J.rniture,
MIRRORS, PICTUR E F R AMES.
EAST M A IN S T R E ET.

c:>f lv.l:ea"ts.

The Very Choicest and Best, and at Low Prices.
-

J. W . S IEB, NO. 5 FRANKLIN ST.

jilt.~
~

makes the best PHOTOGRAPHS and CRAYON
PORTRAITS in all sizes and styles at lowest prices:
Plea e call and examine our samples whether wishing work

-~~~~~~~~~~~------_....~'::::::::>
--------one or not.

No. 2'7 Union St.,
COLLEGE HILL, Valparal•o, Ind.

J . R. PAGIN, DENTIST.
OFFICE O VER V A IL'S JEWELRY STORE.

,.

BUSINESS

DIRECTORY.

BOOTS AND SHOES.
J, F. TALCOTT, No.9 E. Main 't.

SEE ADY .

CHAS. S. P EIRCE, No. 7 E. i\I aln St .

SEE AD\'.

AYLESWORTH'S. No. 21 K l\laln St.

SEE AD\',

L. i\lASSEY, llair cutting, Shampooing, and Uazors put
in order. Good workmen. yo. 3 E. "!\lain St.

FURNITURE AND PICTURE F RAMES.
JOII~

LEPELL, No. 43 E. Main 8t.

FIXNEY and

DARTHOLO~lEW,

SEE .\l>V.

Xo. 21 Franklin St.

PHOTOGRAPHERS.
1\f. M. MU DGE, No. 13 Main St.

SEE ADY.

~EB ADV.

[

SEE AD\' ,

l

L AUNDRY .

J. M . HARKLESS, C01·. Collrg-r Ave. and Union St.

L. W. BLOCH, No. 40 W. Main St.

SEE ADY.

HARDWARE A ND CUTLER Y.

LIVERY STABLES.

ROSS and BANISTER, No. !3R W . l\la!n St .

GF.O. T. MILLER, Lafayette St., opp. Central House.

I

SEE .ADV.

I

CLOT H IERS.
BELL, BRO' ., No. 58 E . Main st.

SEE AD\'.

SPECHT and

--------------------------------~~
GROCERS.

HAIR DRESSERS.

J . W. EIB, No. t> Franklin t.

I

I
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CLAYPOOL.
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GOING EAST.

Except Sunday.

BUFFALO.
CLEVELAND.
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Ry . Station, Buffalo.
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The following is time corrected to Dec. 13, 189 I.

---~G:-0-IN_G_W
_E_S7T_._ _ _ _I TRAIN S DAILY
LOCAL.

SEE AT>\' .

MEATS.

J. T . MASSE Y, Ladles and children' s hair cutting. Rn·
zors put In crder . Hot nnd Cold Baths. No.6 W. l\Ia!n St.

'flteNewJork.Chicago~ St.1ouis RJ\

SEE AllY.

'. J . SUJ'.LMER, No. 9" tlsh!ngton St.

SEE ADY.

RIC~L9ATE.

No. 11 E. Main St.

,_CON F ECTIONARY.

W. G. WINDLE, S. E . Cor. Main and Franklin Sts .

BARBERS ~ AND

FI:li.~EY.

O:i P .

)!,

r>X
2 20
1 17

12
10 40 A . r.
!J 07
' lil
7 !:J
(j Q(j

;j ;j

REAU THIS SlUE

1'.

Throu gh tickets to all points on sale at principal offices of the company at lowest rates fo r any
Baggage checked to destination.

I class of tickets desired.

LEWIS WILLIAMS,

B . F. HORNER,
General P assenger A gt. ,

General Supt. ,
CLEVELAND, OIDO.
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Harper and Burge s's lnductlve Latm Pnmt't
For
Younger Students. By Wm. R. Harper, Ph. D., President
University of Chicago, and Isaac B. Burgess, A.M., Bas.
ton Latin School. I Vol., 12mo, half leather, 424 pp. $x .oo.

•ooAI)

Opel) Letter to Teachers of Lalil).o~:

DEAR SIR,

Permit us to call your attention to the announcement above made, of the publication of Harper and Burgess's Inductive Latin Primer. This book contains features
essentially new and progressive, and has been prepared by practical teachers to meet
certain definite weaknesses, which have been found to exist in other First Year books.
I.
Do you or your pupils ever grow weary of the "scrappiness" of the reading
matter in your manual? If so, you will be interested in a book which is from the first
based on one connected narrative, to which interest is added by illustrations and
cross references.
2.
Do you find your vocabularies too long for thorough use and mastery? If so,
you will value a book in which the average number of words in the first fifty lessons is only seven.
3· Do you not find that your pupils are almost swamped by a mass of inflectional
forms at the very beginning of their study? Then you will appreciate a book in which
the first eighteen lessons contain in an average of less than two new endings to a lesson.
4· You are probably preparing to read Caesar. Have you ever examined your
First Year Book to see whether the author emphasizes the words, inflectional endings, and syntax which are needed in reading Caesar? Do so. The result will surprise you, and help you to understand why so little seems to have been done when
you come to begin Caesar in earnest. The perspective of your book is like that of
a Chinese picture, which has no foreground nor background. For an explanation of
this statement compare, for instance, the summary of the third declension in Lesson
lxii in the "Primer'' with the treatment of the same declension in your First Year
book.
The "Inductive Primer" is everywhere based on Caesar, and insures preparation
for Caesar by simply following where he leads.
5· Do you find that your pupils can often repeat paradigms very glibly without
the slightest power to recognize or use the form;; of the patadigms in sentences?
This is much less likely to occur where, as in the "Primer," the pupil is not taught
to repeat paradigms until he has found the forms which compose them in the text
of Caesar.
6. Do you not need some method of unifying and fixing your pupils' knowledge
without the tedium of exact repetition? Please examine the "Review Lessons" of
the "Primer." They form an entirely unique feature.
7· Are your pupils well fitted in English grammar? The "Primer" has bound
with it, ''Studies in English Grammar'' which are always at hand either for connected study or for reference. In these "studies" the nomenclature of Latin grammar
is employed. They are constantly referred to in the Latin lessons. You will find
by examination that English grammar has never before been treated in this way
in any Latin book.
In a text-book on so novel a plan, great care has been taken to furnish to teachers
and pupils all necessary directions for its use. Valuable explanations are found in
the "Preface," the "Suggestions to Teachers," the introductory notes to lessons I
and IX, and in numerous foot-notes wherever occasion demanded. These directions
are commended to your thoughtful attention. They may be condensed into one
short sentence :- "~lake the TEXT of Caesar the basis for your worK."
We cordially invite C01Tespondence regarding the work, believing that this method will be found permanently the best. Specimen pages and circulars will be sent
free, and special terms are made for introduction.
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8o6 and 8oS Broadway,
NEW YORK.

J37 Walnut Street,
CINCINNA11.
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258 and 2(;)0 Wabash Av.,
CHICAGO.

